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Word has been received 'that
branch of the Ozark Trails will be
routed through Clovis as was the request several weeks ago. This action
the result of routing the Ozark
Trailers through this section on their
return homo from Roswell at the annual meeting that was held there.
There are certain stipulations that
must be arranged for to make the
These are
road up to the standard.
markers and- - monuments in each
town. On the 17th of this month
there will be held a meeting at Tulia,
Texas, at which time a concerted
movement will be launched for each
county to make whatever provisions
that are necessary for the route to
The Ozark Trails
be standardized.
Hs going to result in much more new
auto travel coming this way.

"The Thirteenth Chair," the second
of the Horner productions, had all the
audience guessing when it was produced Tueday night. The production was entirely different from the
first number but just aa good and
met with just as hearty approval from
the audioes. There was a larger
crowd out than attended the first
number which attested to the fact
that these high class dramatic productions are being appreciated by the
Clovis people.
Every actor in the
company was an artist and everyone
in the audience was constantly in
doubt as to "Who Killed Wales?" up
until the climax of the play.
The next number will be "Cheat
ing Cheaters," on January 2nd.

IE I'JIllIfil'lil

Th Boyi' and Girli' Club Encamp- County Agent Peterson of Portales
Washington, Nov. 5. Organized
ment held in Clovii last week wat a and Carl Mueller of Portales judged
FEDERAL JUDGE LANDIS
labor's proposal for ending the coal
decided success and speaks volumes the field crops.
SHOWS DISPOSITION TO
strike through withdrawal of injunc
for the County Club Leader, Mrs. C.
Following were the winners in the
SPEED UP PAN HEARING tion proceedings against officers of
V. Steed, and for County Agent Pet- various projects:
the United Mine Workers of Amer
erson, who have worked hard to make
Canning Irene DeLozier, first;
Chicago, Nov. 5. Federal Judge ica, was rejected today by the depart
the meet a success.
Edna Palmateer, second; Beulah
Landis today indicated that he in- ment of justice.
The government
This has been a most successful Singleterry, third ; Ollie Duke, fourth.
tends to expedíate the trial of thir- answer to the union suggestion, adyear in the Boys' and Girls' Club
Cooking Ophelia Hutchins, first;
comteen officials of the
vanced by Samuel Gompers, president
work in Curry County and those who Eunice Johnson, second; Edna Pal
pany, charged with losing the mails to of the American Federation of Labor,
attended the excellent exhibits realize mateer,
third; Marie McDaniel,
defraud in the sale of the corpora- was given by Assistant Attorney Genthat the boys and girls have not only fourth.
tion's stock.
eral Ames, who declared the strike in ,
had some good encouragement but
Sewing Maurine Wright,
first;
"Let's get this thing done," he re itself was a violation of fow and that
have worked faithfully.
Bettie Whitfield, second; Mary Kath
marked to a lawyer filing petition in as long as it continued the only place
On Thursday afternoon the boys rine O'Connell, third; Elsie R. Pal
bankruptcy. " I have an engagement to fight it out was in court.
and girls prepared their eamps in matecr, fourth.
with some gentlemen here," the judge!
Labor leaders, visibly disturbed by
Garden J. B. Atwood, first.
tents that had been provided on the
continued, pointing to the attorneys this refusal, .agreed with the opera-- ,
court house lawn. Their meals dur
Maize and Kaffir Eugune Galla
and defendants in the
tors'on one important point that the
COAL WILL BE SUPPLIED
ing the entire encampment were pre- glicr, first;' Ruby DeBrayer, second;
case, "who have a false idea of the statement of the government'i poliIN CASE OF EMERGENCY
parad by the domestic science pupils Lester Colwell, third; Louise DeLoz
amount of time they are going to tlón swept away all hope of immed
MRS. JANE SINGLETON
of the Clovis Hjgh School. On Thurs- ier, fourth.
iate settlement of the strike involving
take in settling a little matter."
DIED THURSDAY
St. Louis, No 4. J Consumers de.
day night the crowd was all taken to
Corn J. M. Hagler, first; Floy
more than 400,000 soft coal minen
tiring
coal
in
sec.
southwestern
the
the circus that was in town, the Clovis Singleterry, second,; Earl Gallagher,
in 28 states.
EVERYBODY AFTER OIL
Mrs. Jane Singleton died Thurs tion will have to make application ef
Furniture Company being the hosts third.
The restraining order issued by
day of this week at the home of her the federal manager of the railroad
Beans Henry Slater, first; Vivian
of the occasion. This was arranged
thirty test Federal Judge Andenon, at IndianWith approximately
son, G. W. Singleton, on North on whose tracks they are located, it
for instead of the Hallowe'en party DeLozier, second, Oliver Smith, third. Rencher street. Mrs. Singletoi was
wells being drilled and many others apolis last week waa made returnable
was decided at the first meeting of
Poultry Marie McDaniel, first;
that had been announced and was, if
made, it appears that some- on Saturday. Counsel for the minen
locations
88 years, 4 months and 22 days old the regional coal committee here to
xpressions from the youngsters Maurine Wright, second; Harold
body it to give the Panhandle country will go into court that day and ask
IsEdward's
in
born
Prince
and was
day.
tount for anything, equally as en Todd, third; Maggie Harper, fourth. land, Canada. She came to Kansas
a thorough test for oil. Ten years for dismissal of all proceedings.
W. M. Greenlaw, chairman of the
Rabbits Richard Manson, first;
One of two things will happen:
joyable.
ago it it doubtful if a man could
,
about thirty years ago and to Clovis committee, announced that in comwho would have
The court, according to official
found
been
have
Friday morning an interesting pro Otis Martin, second.
sbout eleven years ago and has since pliance with the government instrucPigs Bee Bohannan, first; Archie
tpent money drilling a test well in here, either will grant the plea of
gram was carried out. E. W. Bowyer,
made her home with her eon here. tions, rosds in the district had been
thit section. Today hundreds of men the minen or issue a permanent insuperintendent of the Clovla Schools, Growden, second; Carl Bohannan, She leavet three sons, W. D. Single instructed to
hold all coal until con.
in the field and feel junction, carrying with it a mandawelcomed the club members and the third; Delmas Hopper, fourth.
ton of Azusa, Calif., S. F. Singleton sumers showed their status on the are interested
The club leaders in the various
sure that ;n time one of the greatest tory order to John L. Lewis, acting
club leaders and tendered them the
Lake and G. W. Singleton priority list.
Salt
of
'
oil fields in the country will be open president of the minen organization
use of the hitch school building. Fol parts of the county who have directed of this place. She is also survived
of
In
supervision
the
work
the
under
Gas has been found in to call off the strike.
ed up here.
ad
interesting
Bowyer,
lowing V.
by a daughter living In Canada. Mrs. 94 PER CENT OF 1918
Whatever the court does, it in it
abundant quantities, and if oil is
circuses on educational topics were the county club leader arc
Singleton was a member of the MethTAXES COLLECTED
Locust Grove Mrs. M. A. Todd
wells have made it self it" expected to be the next imthe
found
never
made by Dr. Hill, president of the
odist Church and the funeral service
IN CURRY COUNTY possible for persons in this section to portant move bearing on the ques
University of New Mexico; R. R. Lar-- and E. J. Randol.
will be held Friday afternoon at the
Mrs.
A.
and
Struble
Enterprise
secure cheap fuel. The gas is good, tion of settling the strike.
l.in, who was a member of the first
family home. Friday morning the
According
Representatives of the minen and
figures
to
by
secured
the
but everybody wants oil too. Amor:- gtsduating class of the Agricultural Mrs. W. H. McGregor.
remains will be sent to Walnut, Kan
Moyc
E. L. Kempf and Miss Mag
Taxpayers' association from the re- Ho News.
other labor leaden emphasized to- (cli.-gof New Mexico; Mr. Conway
sas, for burial.
ports filed by county treasurers and
day that withdrawal of court proof the State College, and County gie Hopper.
B.
S.
Cupplcs.
Mrs.
Melrose
collectors with the state tax commisceedings would bring peace to the
M.
Bickley. The
Superintendent Jas.
Ranehvale In this locality four of
sion, 1918 taxes have been collected
coal fields within forty-eigprogram was interspersed with musihourt.
ALONG
the Club Members themselves have
as shown by the table below. These All TOWNS
Lewis Statement that the minen
cal selections by the pupils.
charge Raymond
figures show the collection of taxes
would be 'willing to negotiate a new
the Club had the work In
On Friday afternoon
Miss Gladys
Tate,
Norville
Buchanan,
wage agreement "without reservain
the
Septemup
to
various
counties
excursion
members were taken for an
LINE OUT OF COAL tions," meant
Groves and Willie Long.
ber 30, except the Chaves and 'Mcthey laid, Ithat the
over the town. They visited a numFrio Draw Here the club mem
Kinley county
figures which show
slate would be wiped clean, and deber of different places in town, inbers have had cnarge of the work
1918 taxes collected up to August 31.
mand! for a five day week and a lix
cluding the Santa Fe shops and
also.
Lea county leads with a collection of
hour day, together with a sixty per
not
How
it
is
bin?
your
coal
it
If
wound up by having their pictures
Following it the program for the
Clovis Miss Mary Dunlap.
98.86 per cent and Rio Arriba stands ful) you,had better be getting on the cent wage increase, withdrawn.
But
taken in front of the Harvey House.
Curry County Teachers' Association
Misa Minna Wingo and
lowest with a 63.19 per cent collec good tide of a neighbor who hat a labor leaden declared there wat no
Bellview
Friday night all the youngsters
which will be held in the High School
tion.
F. K. McKinley.
For the whole state the per full one. Clovii it out of coal and hope of minen returning to work
wore entertained at a banquet given
Auditorium on Saturday, Nov. 8th,
cent of collection was 88 per cent.
R.
A. Crawford and
Grady Mrs.
the coal minen are not digging coal in a body until the new wage agreethem by the First National Bank of
commencing at 11.00 a. m,:
Lee county
98.86
.
Mr.
very fast these days. The last coal ment had been ratified.
McGrew.
some
only
had
They not
Clovis.
10:00 a. m. Music, direction of
President Wilson, sick in bed, yet
county
Grant
...96.31
was sold from the different coal deal
West Chapel Mrs. R. A. Crawford Miss Skoog, Invocation
good eats but had a Jolly good time
Pastor of
mindful of. the serious conditions
Quay county
96.06
today
town
in
had
Clovis
and
ers
thit
passed
the
Smith.
Jesse
T.
W.
C.
Harrison
and
well.
as
Christian Church.
Bernalillo county
....95.99 some a good while after Portales, confronting the country with I pro
word down the line that there was to
Echolt Hill A. W, Skeen.
10:15 The Principal
and the
Colfax county
95.52 Texico and Hereford were out on tracted strike, issued orden giving
be no dignity nor any dry speeches
Superintendent Hewitt,
Claud Miss Ora Johnson and Miss Teacher
county
94.90 account of the large supply carried fuel administrator Garfield authority
Luna
Mrs.
and everyone was turned loose.
T,exico; Miss Bettie Anderson
Helen Palmateer.
94.73 by the local dealers here. For the to regulate price, distribution and
Curry county
Cornell govs an appropriate reading
'
Shiloh Mr. and Mrs. Ira Gilliland
Lincoln county
94.53 last week there has been a steady shipment of all fuel, including anentitled "Rag Time Lis" that was so
10:45 Proper Playground SuperThis action restored all
Single.
George
Mrs.
county
92.69 stream of wagons loading at fast thracite.
Torrence
Hill
Pleasant
funny the crowd all got some good
vision Miss Millicent Griffith, Clovis.
92.53 as they could get it up to the powen vested in Dr. Garfiled during
McKinley county
hearty laughs. Mr. Bickley and Mr. terry and Mr. G. C. Martin.
Open for discussion.
Mora county
92.16 bint and of course the dealers are the war. The fuel administration
Texico Mrs. S. J. Wright, Mrs.
Harrison made interesting talks and
11:00
Music
Mrs. Durand, Valencia county
91.65 not able to get a further supply now waa in conference continually today,
the West Chapel and Ranchvnle mem- John Dose and Art Barnett.
R.inchvale.
90.61 until things loosen up for every car checking up on the coal supply and
Roosevelt county
bers sang some appropriate songs
How
11:10
General
to
Organize
89.93 of coal that leaves the mines, no mat- arranging with Director
county
Proper
a
Sierra
CHANCE
Besides giving some lusty yells for WANTS TO
Community Center Work Mrs. John De Baca county
...87.86 ter to whom it is consigned is con Hines of the railroad administration
Mr. Harrison and the banking instiNEW MEXICO'S NAME
Bryne, Texico. Open for discussion. Eddy county
most
where
for its distribution
80.92 fiscated for railroad use.
.'
tution he is president of, the boys
85.20
11:25 The Importance of Attend- Dona Anna county
There of course is no knowing just needed.
and girls recognized that he was one
The Railway Journal, published at
84.65 how long the present coal shortage
Chii-aof them by presenting him with
in its November issue says ance at the State Association Meet- Otero county
CAN'T BUY COAL
84.11 will last. The best thing tho people
Union county
whistle, a top and a doll. Johnson's
No greater memorial for this great ing Supt. W. N. Benson, Melrose.
83.85 can do while the weather is mild is to
Chicago, Nov. 4. Retail dealen
1
Band requested the privilege! of furn mun than to name a state after him
:35 Methods of Securing Good Chaves comity
82.84 use oil heaters and cook as far as pos are prohibited from delivering coal to
county
iahing the music for this occasion and and would suggest that we change the Attendance
Mrs. Lena
Maxwell, Taos
80.22 sible with oil.
any customer who has a week's supGuadalupe county
their numbers added much to the pro. nnme of tho state of New Mexico to Havener; Mrs. C. L. Rose, Hollonc.
79.78
ply or more on hand, by order of the
Miguel
county
Snn
gram.
that of "Roosevelt." The name of
Afternoon Setaion
78.81 NEW OIL FIELD
regional coal committee at a meeting
Santa Fe county
Saturday morning another profit Mt xieo has become distasteful to us
1 :30
Music
Direction of Miss San Jaun county
74.68
today.
MAY
OPENED
BE
bo
changed
should
rendered.
and
Mr.
was
anyway,
it
program
able
Skoog.
73.10
Socorro county
Bickley made a good talk along the from any association or title of any
1:40 Sectional Meeting. Subjects
70.40
county
well, nine
The
line "sticking to the job". Dr. Crile of our commonwealths. Furthermore for Discussion (a) A good program Sandoval
68.19 miles south of Iowa Park, Wichita
county
Arriba
Rio
.
and Mrs. Koger gave some Interest it was in that state, we believe, that and how to make it. (b)
Questions
.
HELP SAVE COAL
county is reported in and flowing
ing thoughts on club work. In addl Mr. Roosevelt went to secure many taken from question
box. Leaders: WITNESS IN PANDOLFO
1,000 barrels, estimated production
tion to this, talks were made by of his regiment at the outbreak of the One room schools Miss
Jaunita
If the coal strilce continues 4-CASE AT CHICACO according to authoritive advices from
war. Any state or A vent,
County Commissioners G. W. Ryle,
Melrose; All other schools
for any length of time it will
Wichita Fallí Tuesday.
J. D. Fleming, and A. L. Phillips and city will be honoring itself by thus Mr. C. Bazzill, Pleasant Hill.
seriously affect the water and
Alex Shipley returned the first of
The well was cleaned out Monday
local club leaders from the following honoring that great statesman in
2 :40 Announcements
Supt. Jas. the week from Chicago, where he has night and blowed itself in at noon
light situation in Clovis.
The
places: ' Bra. Todd of Locuat Grove, adopting hit name at ita own.
M. Bickley.
City of Clovii now hat enough
Mrs. Wright of Texico, R. A. Craw.
been a witness in the Pandolfo case. Tuesday, the report states. Various
Business Session Teachers having Mr. Shipley wat on the witness stand estimates are made of the production
coal to keep the plant running
DOWN 400 FEET
ford of Grady, A. M. 8ingleterry of
question! which they detire to have for nearly a day all told. The Pan ranging from 1,000 to 8,000 barrels.
for three weeks, provided every- Frio and Art Barmtt of Texico.
one will be as economical as
The Mesa Oil and Gas Company, discussed will please write them on dolfo case, wherein he it charged
The judging was one of the Inter- If it proves a steady producer, this
possible with lights and water.
citing parts of the program. Dr. who are drilling their test well No. paper and deposit them in the ques with having used the mails to defraud well will open a new pool in Wichita
The city authorities earnestly
Crile, president .of the State Agricul 1, on the Hart Ranch some thirty tion box.
in connection with the Pan Motor county and stimulate development ht
request that everyone burn just
Company, will occupy the attention territory around Iowa Park.
tural College, judged the hogs and miles west of Portales are progressing
A baby girl was born last week to of the court for at least six weeks,
as few lights as possible, do no
well was
at the same time explained to tho chil nicely and are down something near
The
irrigating and cut down the'
Mr. Shipley estimates. His testimony drilled by a Wichita Falls company,
dren just what made a good hog. He 400 feet. Arch Gregg, treasurer for Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bishop.
amount of water to be pumped
went further to state that the exhibit the company is in Kansas City and
bore on the incidents In connection of which J. A. Kemp, one of the leadall that it is possible to do. The
of hogs showed some of the finest he other northern cities this week in the
with Mr. Pandolfo's visit to Clovis ing oil men of the district, is presiless lights and water used the
had ever seen In the state of New interest of the company. They reabout three and a half years ago when dent.
smaller amount of coal it will
WFAR YOUR BUTTON
Mnvtrn.
ceived a telegram from him Tuesday
he talked of organizing a company
After shewing considerable oil two
take at the plant. Should the
Prof. Conway of the State College instructing them to take their
here. The case it being tried before weeVs ago, water appeared ir. the
Wear your Red Cross button
coal shortage continue it will be
County Agent. J. B. Peterson of off the market. We didn't learn the
the famous jurist, Judge Landis, and hole rnd shut off the oil. Conflictm
necessary to cut out the lights
and you'll be immune from so
Hoosevelt County, judged the poultry. reason, but suppose they have told
Mr. Shipley is loud in his praises for r?ports have been issjed regarding
entirely and just furnish water,
Anyway, the Red
enough to complete the well. These
licitation.
rabbits and the garden exhibits.
this man who has made himself so tlit operation since then, though J. A.
so it behooves every user to be
Cross button is a badge of honor
Mrs. Koger, Assistant State Club people are getting down to business
well known in the past few years. Kemp Ims always maintained that
as economical aa possible until
it shows that your heart is in
Mr. Shipley says nothing In the court the well would produce oil.
Leader and Mrs. Will H. Pattison and are losing no time, and teems
Mi-dthe present crisis it over.
the right place.
it was stalfd there was
made the award In cooking, canning that they are doing all they ean to
room misses the attention of this
push the well to completion. Poreagle-eyeand tewing. jurist and that he is most 1.500 feet of oil in the hole. Fort
x
Worth Record.
just in his rulings.
Will H. Pattison, JT D. Fleming, tales News.
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The Clovis News
'

Official Paper of Curry

Count.

EDWARD L. MANSON

Editor and PaklUkar

formed for the purpose of putting
high grade dairy cows into the hands
of the farmers of Curry County. His
plan was to organize company along
the line of a loan associaiton, buy a
few good cows and sell them to small
farmers on liberal terms. As the
principal money came in, the funds to
be reinvested in more milk stock.
The stockholder in the company
The Railway Journal, published at would not only get Interest on his
Chicago, has suggested that the name money but would at the same time be
of the state of New Mexico be chang- fostering an industry that would be
ed io "Roosevelt."
It is not likely the making of eastern New Mexico.
that the suggestion will get to first
base, still it is a nice compliment to BOXING CONTESTS NOT
be paid to the departed president at
LIMITED BY LAW
this time. New Mexico hes served as
good
a pretty
name for the .sunshine
Are the number of rounds in
state for quite a while and we folks
boxing contests or prize fights limited
down hero arc pretty well satisfied
by statute in New Mexico? R. B.
with it.
Kennedy of Claton wires the attorney
general for information on this point.
Curry County needs more sheep, Ansistant attorney
general N. D.
hogs and cattle. We have raised a Meyer
replied to the Inquiry that
bumper row crop this year but the New
Mexico has no statute defining
farmer who attempts to sell his grain the number of rounds
in boxing conwill not likely make the profit out of
tests or prize fights. What is more
it that he would have if he had a New
Mexico has no statute prohibitgood bunch of milk cows, a few hogs
ing prize fights of any kind. New
and a bunch of sheep to market his
Mexico State Record.
grain on the hoof. With the high
price of labor the harvesting cost of
a row crop cuts a pretty good hole
in the profits.
TIPS FROM TEXAS
The News appreciates news items
being sent in from the different communities. People who report school
news, church news, deaths, marriages
and other happenings of their communities to their home paper are doing a good service.
Stationery,
stamps and the News will be sent to
parties who request it.
.

Entered at the poatoffice at Clovis,
New Mexico, ai aecond class matter
nder the act of March S, 1879.
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
On

Year

fi.BO

Six Months

,75

Our idea of a plutocrat right now
ia a man who has a bin full of coal.
The Clovis citizen who failed to attend the Club Fair Exhibit at the
high school building last week misesd
a rare treat. 'These youngsters who
are taking part in the club work are
going to show the old heads a thing
or two about what can be produced
in Curry County.

It is nearly seven weeks until
Christmas but not too early to begin
to plan and do your Christmas shopping. Goods are scarce this year but
the Clovis merchants are well supplied now and the shopper who gets
his pick now is going to be the one
who will feel good when the day before Christmas rolls around.

t

The News man is in receipt of a
copy of the New Mexico University
Weekly, a very creditable publication
gotten out by the students of the
University.
It is neat in appearance
and is exceptionally well edited. On
the editorial staff we note the name
of T. C. Gallagher as assistant editor.
Mr. Gallagher is a Curry County boy
and lives in the Pleasant Hill

Mnr

w

iron

imi mu

Curry County needs some kind of
an association or organization that
would have for its purpose encouraging and helping farmers to own more
good milk cows. They mean a good
deal of work but there is nothing on
the farm that will produce a more
certain revenue than a few good milk
cows.
The average farmer has not
enough range to keep a big bunch of
stock cattle but a half dozen or so
good high grade dairy cows could be
cared for without any more pasture
land. The News man heard a prominent Clovis business man say a few
weeks ago that he would take a liberal
amount of stock in a company to be

ui

'

LUKE McLUKE SAYS

After you have passed the 60 mark
your life and
realize that you never got a licking
you diun t really deserve.'
A Brute is a husband who gets mad
you can look back on

because his wife uses two of his neck'
ties for garters around the house.
A man will return the money he
borrows from you. But he never re
turns the book or the umbrella he
borrows from you.
Women have more sense than men.
You never saw a woman wearing ear
muffs, did youT
Why is it that the men who is always out of a Job always has a pocket
full of letters of recommendation?
A girl thinks that her life work
has been completed when she cops out
a husband. But it has just begun.
Mind your own business and keep
your nose clean and you'll be surprised how popular you are.
When a girl's face Is her fortune
she has sense enough to paint it up.
every day and keep it in good repair.
It is wonderful what science and
modern invention have done for us in
the past 30 years. Nowadays you do
not have to spit in a box of shoe
blacking to make the stuff stick to a
dauber.
Maybe the reason why there are so
many marriages is because a Marri(Dallas News)
It has just about gotten so in this age License costs only $2, while a
country that the only way to get a Talking Machine costs about $100.
man to help harvest the crop is to
At any rate no traffic cops are
give him a mortgage on the farm.
Of course, meat is a little cheaper; needed along the straight and narrow
still it takes a mighty good, man to path.
be able to buy a ham without saying
something that rhymes with It.
An agricultural exchange says that
One of the strangest things in this the farmer who is attending to his
world Is why so many of the women work finds plenty to do at this time
in the limousines look like they are of the year. The same might well be
about to burst at the-luline.
said of every man who attends to hit
own business and at any time of the
Job Printing at the News Office.
year.
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THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

st

4

1ST

DARK

DAYS

There is trouble everywhere, as the
day's dispatches show, discontent in
In the air every fellow lia his woe.
From our homes in Kasy Street we
come charging forth each day, asking
In the name of Pete for all kinds of
higher pay. In oar gaudy cars we
ride, up and down the crowded pike,
roaring that we are denied luxuries
enjoyed by Mike. In our ailken shirts
and socks we denounce the plutocrats,
who have gathered in aiore rocks thnn
we've hoarded In our flats. All this
discontent in view is an after-wa- r
disease; it is like the Spanish flue, which
but lately made us sneeze. And the
flu, as you've been told; ran Its
course and fizzled out, giving place to
ailments old, rheumatia and mumns
and gout. And the present ailment
dire, which is scaring us today raging
like a house afire, soon will wilt and
fade away. Soon we'll gather as of
yore, chewing topics safe and nam.
gather at the Blue Front store, talk-ing of the need of rain; and we'll
analyze the crops till the theme has
made us hoarse, when this nlaeue nf
crazy pawps, like the flu, has run its
course. Walt Mason.
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HOGS
17 Head For Sale
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shoals weight from
ÍK) pounds each.

how, weight 200 lbs.,
G pigs.

Price $225
i
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Prolonged applause at th end t,t
a senate speech may be merely
the end of a trr,l,.n.i
speech.

T. S. Randol
4

miles smith of Texico,
Now Mexico. ,

g

I'honc No. 97 for j0D printing.
I'hone No. 07 for Job prtntinr.

Threshing Machines
Listers
Disc Plows
Buggies

Skarda Hardware
i1

,
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The eyes of the Oil World are turned toward New Mexico, It is predicted as a
possible large oil field.
Our acreage near Melrose has been examined and passed on favorably by Fayette A.
Jones. A well is being drilled not far from these leases.
The Utah lease for which we have contracted in the San Rafael field may become
worth several times our capitalization.
We are addina acreaae which meets annroval nf our fM rm.f
x t
i
i i
nr
j
Yve uesire
10 oegm neia operauons as soon as we nave simicent tunds available.

....

.

Buy Stock In a Homo Company

that is Honestly Managed and Not

Ovor-Capitaliz-

A
H

od

STOP! THINK! BUY! Do Not Delay! ACT NOW! Buv all the Melrose vnn rati it
may meaii independence. Wire in your orders. No Subscription for less than 200 shares

I

OUR PRESENT OFFERING AT 25C PER SHARE
We reserve the right to return your subscription if stock is over subscribed.
W

M.coróse Oi Co.

i

Love Bldg.

PI

M

1VI

l

ft

ft
KANSAS HAS

DEVEL-

per acre. Seed of Kanred wheat was
first distributed to farmers in 1914.
Kanred usually ripens earlier than
Turkeyred. The difference in ripening
time is not great, altho in some cases
it has been apparently enough to
make considerable difference in the
yield. In a state such as Kansas,
where conditions are largely similar
to eastern New Mexico, the facte of
early ripening is very much in favor
of a wheat, where drouth and hot
wind conditions are liable to fall during July.
I Careful tests which have been conducted in' the Kansas Agricultural
college show that Kanred is makedly
resistent or immune to certain kinds
of blackstem rust, and it has also
been observed that Kanred has been
Injured much less than the other varieties of wheat when other rusts
were prevalent.
It is not yet known whether the superiority of Kanred wheat Is suiS
cicntly marked, to warrant is substitution for the Turkcyed quality.

NAVY HAS ELECTRIFIED
HOUSEKEEPING

LOCUST CROVE NOTES

The housewife can obtain an idea
of how homes will be run some years
in the future by considering the home
of the modern sailor. On the U. S.
S. New Mexico the culinary staff has
There has been developed at the
at its disposal electric potato peelers,
Kansas Agricultural Experiment stadough mixers, cake mixers, butter
new variety of wheat which it
tion,
cutters and meat grinders. Even the
is claimed yields from three to Ave
humble task of dish washing is done
bushels per acre more than either of
by electricity, much to the delight of
the two varieties (Turkey or Karkof),
the men detailed for the job. A
which are commonly grown The new
doughboy visitor to the ship, upon revariety has been named Kan red, a
counting his impressions, said: "All
combination of words Kansas and
their K. P.s' (Kitchen Police) do, is
Sed. It is a hard red winter wheat,'
sit in a chr.ir and push buttons!"
very aimilar In appearance to Turkey-re- d
While this view is not quite justified,
and Karkof, but superior to them
the work in a big ship's galley has
in winter hardiness; rRNfhAi rff mabeen materially reduced. All baking
turity, resistance of rust and yield.
ia done by electric heat. The Ice maKanred wheat has been developed
chine is run by motors. The ship's
by selection from one head of Crimtailor uses electric irons. The heating system uses electrically heated
ean. The experiment or the development began in 190(1. Two years
a -. Casual visitors to the ship obounces was the crop yield
later 12
tain n impression that a sailor "toils
but in 1919, 15,000 acres were (frown
not, neither does he spin." The memin Kansas.
An Iowa fnrmer who hanged him- bers of tho ship's company indignunt-l- y
deny this, however.
Kanred is a hard, bearded variety self when he had $1,499 in his pocket
Muiy of the large hotels of the
outyielding, it is anorted, nil other va- must have taken the hich cost of livcountry have Nuvy trained men on
rieties by from thrco to four bushels ing talk pretty seriously.
their staffs. Though not generally
known, hundreds) of iiin in the Navy
arc being instructd dniij.in this very
neccfsary branch of wesk. Their
promotion depends upon thedegree
of proficiency they obtnin, am! .one
sure indication of a good cook ii a
crew at meal timi.
Navy food is wholesome, and the men
who prepare It must have proved their
ability to cook it un to the sntiifartinn
of their shipmates.
Absolute cleanliness In the
y
We have purchased the Klein Grocery and will
department is insisted upon,
and members of the ship's medical
carry a full stock at all times. We invite the patronforce are constantly making inspections with this object in view.
age of all our friends, assuring them that they will
U. S. Navy Recruiting Station,
Clovis, New Mexico.
get first class grocery service at all times.
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The Public
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

Guy & Anderson
(Successors to 0. E. Klein)

John Guy

Phone 22

J. B. Anderson

'

I will say that I am more than
thankful to my neighbors and more
than pleased with the way thnt my
stuff sold at my sale. Here are some
of the prices that I got. R. I. Red
spring pullets $2.35 each. Spring
roosters $2.00 each. One span of two-yeold gelding colts, unbroke,
$3? 2.50. How is that for good prices?
Tale and Ramey wore the auctioneers.
He
L II. Dixon, Owner.
Job Printing

it

the News Office.

The farmers are very busy cutting
heads in this part of the world. We
will probably have to rent some land
to stack them on.
Mr. John Boss and sister, Mrs.
Myers, who have been visiting friends
and relatives here returned to Wellington, Kansas, last week.
Mr. Randol and family visited at
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Osborne's Sunday.
Mrs. W. W. Engram is quite sick
this week.
Perry Owens and Sam Randol and
families visited Mr. Boss' Sunday.
The local fair of the boys and
girls' club was held at the school
house lust Wednesday. The members
of the club are to be commended for
the excellent work they have done
this year. Several from Clovis were
present.
Mr. Ira Taylor has been doing a
good business this week. He has been
gathering his apples. Having more
than he could use the word got scattered about and autos, buggies and
wagons came along and relieved him
of part of his burden. He probably
raised 100 bushels of nice ones.
Bart Osborne this week sold a
bunch f steers to Elmer Hosklns of
Muleshoe.
Our Sunday School was stopped
Inst winter on account of bad weather
kid the Flu, and it was never revived.
But on last Sunday, Oct. 26. at three
o'clock, it was reorganized and the
the good work was started along once
more. Tal'e notice. We expect you
to come.
BILL AND WILL

r

NOTICE OF SUIT

In the District Court of Curry County
New Mexico. '
Mrs. Lillie Billingslcy, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1B34
Mary Brice, et al, lc fendants.
The State of New Mexico to Mary
Brice, formerly Wary' Brown, and
H. A. Brice, her husba.'d, and all
unknown claimants: . .'
You and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit has been filed
against you in the District Couit of
Curry County, New Mexico, in wr ich
Mrs. Lillie Billingslcy is plaintiff a.'d
yourselves are defendants in cauue
number 1534 on the civil docket 6
said court You are notified that thi
general objects of said action is to
foreclose a mortgage for $90.00 and!
'

interest upon Lots

2 and 3, in block
11, Marshall Heights Addition to the
City of Clovis, New Mexico, given by

defendants to the plaintiff and for a
sale of said lots to satisfy same; and
that unless you appear and answer
or plead in said cause on or before
the 19th day of December, 1919,
judgment will be rendered against
you by default; that the attorney for
the plaintiff is A. W. Hockenhull,
whose business address is Clovis, New
Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Court at Clovis, New Mexico,
this 14th day of October, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
By Ola Pevitt.
Mr. Farmer, you are likely to be
planning to have a public sale this
fall. If so, let the News print your
sale bills. We will give you prompt
service.
tf
Dispatches

no

longer

Now Handling

GROCERIES
ON THE SIDE

I am not much for advertising but
I have always paid the top price for
eggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of
produce.

little cheaper for spot cash.

Clovis Cream &

Produce

chronicle

Phone 133

struck.

fresh

line of groceries which I will sell a

Herr Hohensollern's progress as a
feller of trees. Perhaps he, too, has

'

Now I am adding

O. M. Recta, Prop.

"Find the Cause and Remove It"
It the Osteopathic Motto

"Adjustment"
It the Osteopathic Principle
Dr. Cao. M. McCoie, Great Falls, Mont.

First

And the cause

diagnosis.
Second remove the cause adjust
maní.
The practice of Osteopathy as a
school of therapy is then, (1) to And
the cause of the disease by
diag
nosis, (2) to remove that cause by ad

justment.
A. T. Still, the founder of Osteo
pathy, gave us the theory that when
any of the working parts of the body
are out of adjustment, disease begins.
When these parts are
in
adjustment, disease disappears. Osteopathic practice has proven this
theory and etsnblished it as a law.
A. T. Still taught that the faults in
adjustment which cause disease in the
body are largely of the large working parts bone- -, ligaments, muscles
and that correct adjustment can be
made' by ir.anuM methods.
Practice has also proved this theory and established it as a law.
Some cases of
however, cannot be corrected by
manipulative adjustments alone. Here

Osteopathic therapy applies the method required, whatever its nature. For
adjustment must be arrived at.
Conclusions:
1. Find the cause by diagnosis.
2. Remove the cause by adjust
ment. '
3. From the nature of the condition select the method of adjustment.
4.

Most

adjustments require

man-

ipulative measures.
5. Practice proves this.
6. The Osteopathic idea of securing perfect adjustment embraces all
methods whatsoever
diet, corrective
surgery, hygiene, etc.
7. Osteopathic
practice proves
that manipulative measures and ac
cessory methods of adjustment should
be thoroughly applied for adjustment
before surgery is resorted to.
8. Osteopathic theory teaches that
destructive surgery is a crime.
9. Osteopathic practice teaches
that constructive surgery for a neces

sary adjustment

is

correct.
(adv.)
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SCHOOL NOTES

Wiedmann s Shoe Store

ft
Liberty School li no more, it having1 been sold Monday night to Chai.
E. Dennis.
There are w many petitions for
admission to the Clovis district from ;
land owners in other districts that
no more can be accommodated unless
a third school truck be provided.
This the school board will do if
enough care for the privilege of having their children conveyed by auto
to Clovis schools. Also relief of
crowded conditions in the present
cars will be provided by the purchase
of a third truck.
The present boiler of Eugene Field
is not holding up well, nnd may mean
some inconvenience this school year.
You may be a preacher, electrician,
There may be times when the chil
dren will have to be dismissed for
lawyer, boiler maker makes no difthe day or part of the day. How
ever, a better heating plant is an
ference as far as we are concerned.
ticipated for the near future, if de m
liveries can be made. It has been
almost impossible to secure the necessary school 'upplies this year, some
When you buy a Clothcraft suit of us
of the June orders remaining unfilled.
you have to get your money's w orth,
Portales is to be congratulated in
having for its superintendent a man
because there's a guarantee in the
of such sterling qualities as Mr. W.
M. Wilson. He more than made the
pocket or every Clothcraft coat that
boys feel at home last Friday evening
an
after
overwhelming defeat, and
protects you regardless of what you're
made possible a tie of friendship be
Copyright 1919,HartScuaffoerMar
tween the two schools which has not
doing to make living.
existed for years. Portales will need
to look to its fences or Mr. Wilson
will come up missing some new school W
year.
The boys and girls of the county
clubs have come and gone. Miss
Guthrie made herself a heroine by
feeding "the five thousand." "
All the teachers will attend the
New Mexico Educational Association
which meets at Albuquerque the week
of Thanksgiving. Five of our teachers are represented on the state pro
gram.
Curry County teachers meet in
Clovis Saturday to decide permanently on educational matters which have
been pending for some months. Mr.
E. C. Parker is the president of the
associaiton.
Thirty-nin- e
per cent of the Senior
class had every subject with a grade
The Clothcraft Store in your town
above ninety last week. The Soph
omore class was the lowest with four
teen per cent.
The Woman's Club of the city has
offered a first, second and third
prize to the Senior and Junior class
for the best essays on Americanism.
Winners will be announced later. The 'mm
school appreciates interest of this
kind.
of Mr. Tanner, Ensign in U. S. ANNAPOLIS AND WEST
Composition and lihetoric.
Kindly
The business men's gymnasium Navy.
POINT EXAMINATION advertise this examination extensively
class begins Wednesday night, Nothat every boy in Now Mexico may
vember 12th, at 8 o'clock. Business
Senator A. A. Junes has the ap- have an opportunity to take it, if he
PORTALES GETS ORPHANAGE
I
AL
TI
Tl
men are cordially invited to particii onaie was uwarueu me napusii pointment of two cadets to Went so di sires.
Examination questions
pate in volley ball, baseball, basket- orphanage by the convention last Point and two to Annapolis, also two will lie
sent to any school in the state,
Age limits week, all but one of the applicants alternates to each place. Young men whose
ball and other sports.
I'rincipul is willing to superhave been fixed nt twenty to one withdrawing in our favor. The gen- writing on the examinations will he vise the
examination under the rules.
hundred and twenty inclusive. Come eral opinion of the delegates appear- given opportunity to choose between Kindly
notify me before November
on men, loosen up those tight muscles ed to be in favor of Portales for the West Point and Annapolis.
"Mli, if questions are desired.
and feel better in your office work riason of the support that had been
The examination will cover ArithFRANK II. II. ROBERTS,
for having exercised. Tring a towel given it while it was only temporary metic, Algebra, Cicoiiietcry, Spelling. President New
Mexico Normal Uniand take a shower. Class in charge location. Portales Journal.
World History, Geography, Grammar,
versity, l.as Vegas.

()

And Repair Shop

A Fair Field and
No Favors Shown

My fall and winter line of Men's Florsheim
Endicott-JohnsoLadies' Red Cross,
"Village", all leading quality school shoes and
infant's beauties, is complete and the price
lid

is

n,

right.
SHOE REPAIRING NEATLY AND
SUCCESSFULLY DONE.

All Work Guaranteed

c:t.
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AUCTION CLUB

dames Wilcox, McDowell, R. C. Chapman, Roy Chapman and Whitcomb of
The Thursday Evening Auction Portales and Mrs. Bailey of Eugene,
Club will meet with Mrs. F. A. May-ha- Oregon.
ll

this

week.

HALLOWE'EN PARTY
MERRY MATRONS CLUB
Wayne Harrison, son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. B. Herod wts hostess to the Mrs. C. W. Harrison-wa- s
host at a
Merry Motrons Club Tuesday after- Hallowq'en party last Friday evennoon of thii week.
ing. All the boys and girls came
masked and dressed in ghostlike cosTHURSDAY AUCTION CLUB
tumes and the evening was filled
with fun. The home was decorated
The Auction Club met with Mrs. with Hallowe'en decorations
and
Chas. Schourich Thursday afternoon plenty of good eats were served.
of lost week. Mrs. A. L. Dillon, Mrs.
C..E. Smyer and Mn. S. A. Jones
HALLOWE'EN SOCIAL
were club gucats. Mrs. S. A. Jones
won the guest prize nr.d Mrs. Dclton
Mrs. Fred J. McCarty entertained
Reid won the club prize. Mrs. J. H. the superintendent and members of
Barry will entertain the Auction the Junior Christian Endeavor of the
Club next week.
First Christian Church at her home
on North Wallace last Friday at a
AFTERNOON TEA
Hall''w'n narty. She was assisted
hy Mr nr.! Mrs. K. A. Williams, Mrs.
Mrs J. T. Miller entertained Inst R. i'
Mrs. ,1. B. Gant, Mrs.
Saturday afternoon nt a beautifully !. Mr?. Ofho Perkins and Mr.
Appointed tea. The house va3 artis- and .Mrs. J. II. Slvpnrd.
Members
tically decorated in chrysanthemums present were: Edris Curtis, Monroe
and Hj.llowe'cn novelties. Mrs. Mi- Gant, Lorene Beard, Kathleen Curtis,
ller was ambled in receiving and en Vernon Osborne, Kntherine Smith,
tertaining by Jira. Shannon, Mrs.1 Mnttio Dean, Angila Wagner, Ruby
Collins, Mrs. Suge. Mrs. R. C. Pierce,' Osborne, Bruce Ashcraft, Margarite
Mrs. D. I. Boyd, Miss Spencer and McCarty, August Brittian, Lewis
Miss Baker.
Prouty, Morris Sim, Virginia Jones,
Valeria SimR, Carrol Crouch, Aliene
Snellings, Merie McCarty. Madge
HALLOWE'EN CARD PARTY
Shepard, Johnny Hubbard, Jasper
Mrs. Fred Dennis entertained McCarty, Annie Lee Beard, James
charmingly lest Friday afternoon at Jett, Bernice McCarty, and the supa beautifully appointed Hallowe'en erintendent, I. X. Jett. Appropriate
party. The house was beautifully de- entertainment was provided by the
corated in Hallowe'en colors and nov- genial hostess and her able assistants.
elties. Auction bridge furnished the
amusement for the afternoon.
A
PROGRESS CLUB
delicious
luncheon was
Tuesday Rfternoon the home of
served to the following guests: Mrs.
R. F. Pixley, Mrs. Jno. 0. Pritchnrd, Mrs. C. E. Smyer was the scene of
Mrs. C. L. Pritchnrd, Mrs. F. Herod, one of the largest and prettiest events
Mrs. Chns. Seheurich, Mrs. J. H. of the season, when the Progress club
Barry, Mrs. W. B. Merfclder. Mrs. entertained with a silver tea given in
Malone, Mrs. Roy Smith, Mrs. A. W. behalf of the Welfare Home for deSkarda, Mrs. Hurry Miller, Mrs. Dice, linquent girls located at Albuquerque.
Mrs. C. E. Smyer. Mrs. ('has Melton, The phndes were drawn and the room.1!
Mrs. W. H. Duckworth, Mrs. S. A. lighted with tall shaded lamps, baskJones, Mrs. F. A. Mayholl, Mrs. II. ets and bowls of chrysanthemums
Jefferson, Mrs. C. Pctree, Mrs. A. L. were used profusely throughout the
.
K. M. Chapman, Mrs. Joe house.
Dillon,
Mrs. Smver was assisted
Wilkinson, Mrs. Shannon and Mes- in receiving bv Mrs. Woodwerd, Mrs.
Mrs. Casuel, Mrs. Nutter and
Mrs. Colburn.
In the. dining room Mrs. J. M. Bick-le- y
nnd Mr. Kuykendnll served tea
from a table centered with a basket
of deep red chrysanthemums.
agisted by Mrs. Pntton. Mrs.
McCullmigh. Mrs. Hoard, Mrs. Melton
and Mis. II. F. Young. About one
hundred
and fifty guests were
JEFF D. BRYANT, Prop.
"
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ADMIRAL
WELDING

Our Christmas Stock Is Arriving
Goods Are Scarce and Hard To Get

The;-wer-

SHOP

Many of our;customers are buying now to avoid disappointment.
Our stock is larger and better
than it has ever been before.
The most beautiful Jewelry Line the market affords

er.ter-tuine-

We weld

ny breek of any

ire, in any metal, at any tima.

W buy and sell tued cart.

Carbon Burning is Practical.
We citan your auto cylinders
perfectly.

Mis-Gail I.indley accompanied on
the piano by Mrs. McCoy, and Mrs.
Newton accompanied by Mrs.
each rendered two voral solos.
Two piano solos were given by Mrs.
McCoy.
A nice sum
was realized
from this tea, which will go to help
a worthy institu'.ioi-- .
Holi-fiel-

DEPENDABLE GOODS

Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne
Disc Harrows.

'" '

J. D. Bryant

d

liman

mi

DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

Abusing a man tells one little about
the man abud, but it reveals a lot
concerning the abuser.

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

214 North Mala Stra.t.
Auto painting.
251

PRICED RIGHT

Bert Curies. Phone

a tf

7

f
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NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRTOR AND
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
--

LetUs Take Care of
Your Eyes

In the Probate Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico. .
Ii. the matter of the estate of R. J.
Krotchmar, deceased.
Notice ia hereby given,' that letters
of administration on the estate of R.
J. Kretchmar, deceased, were granted
to the undersigned by th. Probate
Óourt of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,

f

1919.
All persona having claims

estate ar. requested and required
to exhibit th. sam. to tb. undersign
ed at hi office in Clovis, New Mex
ico, for allowance,
twelve
within
(12) months after th. data of. thla
notic. with necessary vouchers, or
they will b. forev.r barred from any
benefit of said estate; or, uid claims
may be filed with th. cl.rk of uid
' ,
Court.
,
Dated this th. 11th day of October,
1919.
(Seal)
CASH RAMEY,
Administrator.
R. E. Rowells, Attorney.

If bright light irritates your eyes.
any eye trouble.

Build It Now!

.

That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
-

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lona Star Lumber Co.
Clovis. NcV Mexico

MONUMENTS

Sea

S93

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
-

'.

YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.
.

"

Rapp Monument Co.

206 West Grand Ave

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of' the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Port Sumner, New
Mexico, Oct. 27, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that David
A. Aken, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
Sept. 15, 1916, made Hoirfeateud Entry, No 014543, for SWM, Section
10, Township 1 N., Range 35 E., N.
Jl. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in

tention to make Final thOee year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. J. Curren,
U. S. Commissioner, in his office at
Clovis, N. M., on the 11th day of
Dee., 1919.
Cluiniajit names as witnesses: Dan
iel T. Gentry, W. W. Akors, Victor
Nelíon, I. B. Copeland, oil of Clovis,
N. M.
W. R.. McGILL,
"
Register.
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íiAiirn nrn

TO

kg,

Ex Yean

Ht It

a

TLlnUsi

Sit

HER

Well, Strong Woman

BEDSIDE
But Nov

and Praiiei Cardal Far

Her RecoTerj.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
' Department
of the Interior, U. S.
land Office ul Fort Sumno- -, I. M.,
Sewt. 20th, 1U19.
Notice is hcK-bgiven tint Franks
K U.vtne, of C aud, N. M , who on

Apn; 24th, l!.'16, made Homest-u- d
013933, fo." SWU SW',,
4 N. It. 85 E. nml SE", of
Seel ii n 12, Township 4 N., ttamrj 34
E N. M. P. Mor't'ian, hui Med nouVc
of u.U'iition to make FVihI Throe year
t f'.f. ;o ista'ilish cluim V iluii"!
No.
'..'i,
S. c 7., T.

dfi-iiw.-

befon

C A.'Scli"u-:-

!' S. ir missiot
i hit
',
Cinvis,
J
on , 12th dny
i ove ni her, .'
.
C'lniihunl
.unes aaViir.oa i; Wil
liam W. Pipkin of
lnud, N. M.,
ChB'les Priuly of Clovis N. M.. Niui-oln- s
Ftinr of IVvencr, ,. M , i;..si"i
Smith of C'liu-d- . N. M.
W. R. MtGILL,

.'..

;t

u,

ltd.

to hurt ma. Í had to go back
UÓV Wo called Uis doctor. B.

'ta

treated ma... but I tot no better, I
ot worse and wort. until tha misery
wu unbearable...! wis In bed for

thro nontha

and suffered such agony

that I wu Just drawn up
X

a. a bottla

I
amiss I

m...

essay

try it. . .
howerer, that

of Cardul I would

commenced

'

In a knot. . .

told iny husband If ha would get

taking

R,

eallsd "my family about
for I knew t eould not kit

daya

nlaan

I hid a chanza for

Registür.

(First published October

RcfM City, Tax. lira. Vary KIU tha better. That wu tlx y san ar
of this plaoa, says; "After tha and I am still hsra and am a well,
atrong woman, and I owa my Ufa to
trth of ny lltU. ftrl...my

2, 1919)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New
Mexico, September 27th, 1919.
Cardul r had only taken half tha
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
bottla when I began to feel better. Cooper, of Clovis,
N. M., who, on
Tha misery In my alda fot leu...
May 17th, 1915, made Homestead
continued right on taking th. Cardul Entry, No. 012619,
SE4,
until ! had taken three bottles and 1 Section 38, Township 4 N.. Ranee
34 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
did not need any mora for I was well
notice of Intention to make Final
and never felt better In my Ufe... I
three year proof, to establish claim to
hava never had any trouble from that the land above described, before W.
day to thla."
J. Curren, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office at Clovis, N. M., on the 11th
Do yon suffer from headache, back
day of November, 1B19.
ache, palna In aides, or other dlscom
Claimant nams as witnesses: Sam
forte, aach month? Or do yon feel
uel Stewart, of St. Vrain, N. M., Rosweak, nervous an! fagged-ontIf to co. Arnsplger. of St. Vrain. N. M..
gira Cardal, the woman's tonlo,
Will E. Mills, of Havener, N. M.,
Ralph Arnspiger, of Havener, N. M.
Wal.
W. R. McGILL, Register.

fortl'i

f

J.n

First National
Bank

(i)j
Qovis New Mexico
Capital and Surplus $120,000.00

A

In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
ty, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Joseph
C. Hinds, deceased.
No. 178.
Notice is hereby given that S. A.
Jones, administrator herein has filed
his final report as administrator of
said estate above mentioned together
with his petition praying for his discharge and the Hon. C. V. Steed.
Judge of the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, has set the 5th
day of Janyary, 1920, at the hour
of ten o'clock, A. M., the same being
a regular term da" of said court, at
the court room of uid Court in Clovis
Curry County, New Mexico, as the
day, time and place for hearing objections, if any there be, to uid report and petition.
Therefore, any person or persons
wishing to object ar. hereby notified
to file their objections with the County Clerk of Curry County,. New Mexico, on or before th. day set for said
hearing.
W. C. ZERWER
...
,
County Clerk.
By OLA DEVITT,
Deputy.

I

LaJ,

this section of the country.

NOTICE

a!o--

VOgU Die, Say. Texas

We are better prepared to
assist you than any bank in

Department of th. Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New
Mexico, Oct. 27, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that George
W. Vernon, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
Dec. 2nd, 1916; made Homestead En
try, No. 014901, for SV4, Section 9,
Township 4 N., Range 36 E., N. M
P. Meredian, has filed notict of intention to make Final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before C. A. Scheurich, U.
8. CommissioneOn his office at Go- vik, N. M., on the 10th day of Dec.
1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: John
Lee, of Clovis, N. N., Smith M. Pipkin, of Claud, N. M., Elvin A. Roberts
of Claud, N. M Abraham L. Marka
of Claud, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

v

;

Ms,

'

are equipped to handle the most
difficult cases.
tWe

Telephone 23.

With Resources 01

f

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

DEN H OF

'

One Million Dollars

against

uid

If it bothers you to read at night.
If you suffer from headaches.
If your eyes water easily.
If your vision is poor.
If you hare

.

Largest Deposits end Largest Capital Stock of any Bank in
Curry County

NOTICE

In the Probate Court of Curry Codn-tState of New Mexico.
State pf New Mexico, County of Curry, as.
In the matter of the estate of Jose
Lucero, aeceased. Order appointing
day foi the settlement of the Ünal
account of the administratrix of said
estate and directing notice to be
riven and for final discharge
Elogia Garcia De Lucero, administratrix of th. estate of Jose Lucero,
deceased, having this day rendered
and presented for final settlement
and filed in this court her final account of her administration of the
estate of said deceased and her petition for discharge.
It is ordered, that the 13th day of
November, 1919, being a day of a
term of this court,
t.
Of the
November term, 1919, at 10 o'clock
A. M., be and the same is hereby appointed for the settlement of said account and the hearing of said petition; and that due notice thereof be
given by causing notice thereof to
be posted at the Court Houst of said
County and State, and by publication
in tho Clovis News, a weekly newspaper printed and of general circulation in said County and State as
Is required by law.
Dated this the 10th dav of October,
A. D. 1919.
(Seal)
C. V. STEED,
Trobnte Judge.
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TRUSTWORTHY

It

is a good thing to have a publication in the house that you can tniBt.

You never have to think whether you
can safely leave The Youth's Companion on the table. When you begin
a Companion story you know you are
not bound on a slumming expedition.
You are being led up into th. sunshine of the everlasting hills. The
folks in The Youth's Companion stories are everyday folks. They are like
your own townspeople; stumbling
falling, picking themselves up, trying
with some defeats and some difficulties to attain to their high ideals.
1920 will be a year of great stories
for Youth's Companion readers.
There are more than 250 of them in
the year. Subscribe before Christmas and get the opening chapters of
Charles B. Hawe's
story,
The son of a "Gentleman B.rn," and
all the extras of the following offer:
New subscribers for 1920 will receive:
1.
The Youth's Companion 52
"
issues in 1920.
2. AU remaining weekly 1919 issues.
2. The Companion Home Calendar
for 1920.'
All the above for $2.50.
4.
McCalls Magazine for 1920,
$1.00 th. monthly fashion authority
Both publications for only $2.95.
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
Commonwealth Ave. A St. Paul St.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Boston, Mass.
New subscriptions received at this
office.
Department of th. Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,
GAS MASKS USEFUL
Oct. Uth, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mary
"I understand the returned soldier
Roberts, widow of William Hamby
Roberts, dee'd, of Mill Creek, Okla., Harold met insulteó? him. What did
who, on April 13th, 1918, made the tidier say to him?"
"Nothing. He merely put on 'his
Horn stead entry, No. 013870, for
SEV Sec. 12, T. 1 N.R. S3 E., Lots gas mask when Harold began telling
S, 4, EVJ SWtf, Section 7, Township of the wonderful improvements he
1 N., R. 34 E., N. M. P. M., has filed had made in the boss's methods."
notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim
PREPAREDNESS
to the land above described, widow
This is the slogan of the wise man.
be.'ore Ira E. Billingslca, Judge
County Court, Chandler, Okla., wit- Stock are continually
exposed to
nesses before C. A. Scheurich, U. S. cuts, wounds, scratches, etc. The
Commissioner, at Clovis,. N. M., on man who ia prepared has his healing
remedy on hand to stop all chances
the 10th day of Dec, 1919.
'
Claimant names as witnesses: Ben of blood poison. Farris' Healing
Miller, of Portales, N. M., Bob Shoop, Remedy Is Highly Anteseptic.
It is
of Portales, N. M., Clyde Shoop, of economical. On. 60c bottle makes
Havener, Clyde Wattman, of Por- $2.00 worth of a healing oil or ointtales N. M.
ment Money refunded if you are
not satisfied. For sal. by A. B. AusW. R. McGILL,
"
Register.
tin A Company.
,

Dr J. B. Westerfleld

Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine SliofT
Office Phone 231.
Resldeuc 269

t

-

fn

j

DR. H. B. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH

Treats all disease., both acuta and
chroulc. Offlc In New Tila
building on corner north of Fir.
Station and cast of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phone 383. Residence
Clovis, New Moxlco.
'

390.

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
200 West Otero gtreet.
Plione 45.
Clorli, N. M.

S

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr,

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nos.
and Throat
Offlc Over Sunshine Shop.
Of flea Phon. 46 ;
Rea. Phona 18

DR. C O. WARRESEB
CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Mala St.
PHONE 101

4

dr. c. l. McClelland

Physician and Surf. on'
Residence 202 North Gidding
Offlc. over Pierc. Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. Mr

DR. L. M. BIGGS
V.t.rtn.ry Snrgaon
Phon. S31
Clovis, Naw M.iIm

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

'

Don't Forget the Red Cross
NOVEMBER

2--

PERSONAL MENTION

IAC

1

1

CXoi& Store

Hvery day the Southwestern offers the people of Clovis and vicinity an opportunity to purchase many high grade articles at a very low
price. The Southwestern Drug Co. believes in
giving nl'AI.n Y first, Jast and all the time.
Along with QUALITY "we give the kind of
SHRVICK that counts. Visit the Southwestern
frequently it will pay you.'

44444)
'Regular
Communication

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will 'be held at Masonic Hall
Monday Evening, Nov 10th
at 8:00 O'clock.
Work in Black Crow Degree
Degrees. All Sir Knights residing in this jurisdiction are inR. J Neal, Recorder.
vited.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.
The

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1919.

THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT
4

CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. A A. M.
Tuesday Nov. 1 1th.
Degree Work
A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

Auto painting.

4 Í54.

New

Bert Curies. Phone
tf.

In Peacock

Auto painting,

Mr,

K. L. Oliver of St. Vrain was a
Phone Clovis visitor Saturday.
If

I'ert Curlcss.

Wanted Sewing.
15 N. Connelly St.

M. T. Martin was a Clovis

Mrs.

Lots of good used heaters.

Furniture

Clovis

.

Co.

H. L. "Davenport of Havener was
returned this week from a visitor to Clovis Saturday.
a business trip to Wichita Falls.
Bale Ties and Broom Corn Wire.
Flu and its ufter effects are successfully treated by Osteopathy, tfc

if He.

C. W.

trip to

EZ2S

Hurrisyn made a business
Monday.

Tcxico-Furwu-

Ladies' Black Kid

ll

John F. Taylor

made a business

Boots

Street and wife of Elida were tiip to M'iose Monday.
P. H. Summons

A beautiful assortment of rugs at Saturday.
Clovis Furniture Co., successors to
Rev. S.
R. H. Crook.

water bottle

For the Boy' Pastime
While not in school

f

t him a Liberty Flytr Airplane.

BÓTTLES

THERMOS

Have you a Thermos Bottle? If not, you need one.
Everyone sjiould have one.

$3.00 to $26.50

Station:.

We carry a large stock of

EOc

to

Louis Military Heel

mado a business

trip to Melrose and Fort Sumner

without doubt the most useful article In any
Takes the place of plasters, linamants, ointments, and internal medicine to relieve local aches, pains and congestions'. Valuable
from a service standpoint because they last so long when you buy
the quality we tell. Valuable from an economical standpoint be'
The famous
cause of high quality and ' wonderfu T service.
KANTLEAK line is told on a (wo year guarantee.
A hot
home.

a

box.

$8.50 to
$12.50

Judge J. D. Hamlin of Farwell was
visitor Monday.

a Clovis

visiting in Clovis. Sunduy and

In Any Home

American

at

Miller,

Saturday.

S.

The Most Useful Article

and

bell shape sleeves, very good looking'

H. Bell

FOR THE MEN

blue

beauty, ripple and flare stylet with

.

Razors, Razor Blades, Straps, Shaving Soap, Shaving Cream,
Pencils, Talcum
Shaving Sticks, Lather Brushes, Stip-ii- c
Powder, Face Lotions and Creams. Fountain Pens and
Ever Sharp Pencils.

Sweaters

Slip-o- n

'

B. Culpepper will leave
Friday of this week for trip to WellMrs. H. Jefferson returned last ington, Texas.
week from a visit with relatives at
Mrs. W. I. Luikart has returned
"
Kansas City.
from a stay in Colorado and ii greatHeaters and Cook Stoves all kinds, ly improved In health.
all prices for all people.
I treat all diseases and disorders of
women and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

.

Mrs. C. V. Steed will leave the latConcrete is being poured for the ter part of the week for visit with
basement of the Baptist Hospital this relatives in Missouri.
week.
John C. Ealy of Norton, recently
Miss Lottie Smith of Portales hat sold four sections of land ten miles
enrolled assa student in the Clovis northwest of Grady for $45,000.
Commercial College.
Elbows, Stove Polish and Fire
Shovels.
A.
left
Nichols
R.
and
J.
Hull
J.
Wednesday morning for F.l Paso.
They will drive home two trucks.
Rugs! Rugs! Rugs! A beautiful assortment at Clovis Furniture Co.,
successors to R. H. Crook.

Mrs. Carl Cunningham of Hereford
spent two or three, days here this
week visiting at the home of her aunt,
Mark L. Kyle of Amarillo, son óf
Mrs. Anna O'Connell.
L. L. Kyle of this place, has 'taken a
Fe.
Santa
the
with
position here
All the big song hits from the mus-ieplay "The Only Girl." Get one
R. M. Hull would be glad to explain
before
they are all gone.
the wonderful features of the Kansas
CROFT MUSIC CO.
City Life Insurance Company pol-

Several good styles and patterns
in ladies' black kid boots purchased
early in spring for fall delivery, some
of these have just arrived, and are
offered much under today's price
would be for same quality.

SG.05 57.95
S3. 9 5 SI O

Blankets!

Blankets!

Time now to buy blankett and while stocks are complete, just
received , this week final order for blankets. When these are gene
we will have no more blankets this season. Cotton and wool blaakett
in plaid and plain colors.

$3, $3.25, $3.50, $3.95, $5, $6.75, $7.50, $8.75, $10

c

GET DUCKWORTH'S
THAT COLD IS DANGEROUS.
2E CENTS
COLD TABLETS.

Eastman Kodaks and Films.
Let us do your developing and
printing.
24 hours service.

We are exclusive Laboratory
agents in Clovis for Orgatone,
the new Scientific Stomach
Its different NO
Treatment.
ALCOHOL.

tc

1

Knitted Hoods and Toques
Hundreds of styles and colors in children's knitted wool boods or
toques. Some wondetful values in this showing at

35c 50c 65c 75c 85c

-

Jerry Lyons

of Amnrillo spent
Sunday and Monday here visiting at
Mrs. Louis P. J. Masterson returnthe home of his mother, Mrs. Mary
ed last Sunday morning from a visit
Lyons, at the Antlers Hotel.
of six weeks with friends and relahome
in
St.
former
Louis.
tives at her
We sell better pianos for less
money. Expert tuning, repairing and
Stove Boards, Coal Hods and Stove
action regulating done on short noPipe.
tice. Phone 202. D. N. Croft.

,

We solicit mail orders and give
them prompt .attention.

Victrolas and Grafonolas
SOL

icies.

Children's Headwear

ON EASY PAYMENTS.

Mrs. H. L. Warren and children

:

New Blouses
Beautiful

e

of

Juit unpacked tome new and stun- San Bernardino, Calif., are visiting
Mrs. Warren's mother, Mrs. Ida Carning values in ladie. georgette waltts.
Clifford Hays,Joe Hewitt, W. T. penter and otherrelatives and friends
Clovis.
in
Jackman find Mr. Miller went bird
Colors in navy, brown and sherry, at
hunting
near Melrose Wednesday.
W.
C.
B.
F.
Zerwer,
C.
W.
Herod,
They report having pot about forty
Zerwer and G. A. Campbell went on a
quail.
hunting trip near F.lida the first o,f
the week. They report having had
Raleigh
I have started my
wagon
excellent luck.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
and will be on the rond at nil times
with a full line f goods. R. If. Sn
Judge Sam Uratton and District
218 North Connelly St., Phone
Attorney W. A. Havener and Assist273.
ant R. E. Rowells, have been in Fort
E. E. Hively of La Junta, Colo., is
Sumner this week, as district court is
Genuine ROUND OAK Ranges and
A. L. Marks was in town from
a good deal of the world
Wilton Chalfant is suffering from In session there.
' '
here for a visit with his son, V. J.
while
Heaters.
Cluud on Thursday of this week. Mr.
i uic
blood poisoning on
of
severe
a
case
navy but would rather live
Hively.
Murks not long since sold his farm in
account of a cut he received on the
Km nerc in eastern New Mexico
Don't forget to come in and see that neighborhood and has purchased
than anywhere.
hand when he got a fall recently at our splendid line of ready-mad- e
fftHMMBBI
the Joe Sellars place north of town.
,
Mrs. Alice Stewart has accepted a
the light plant.
dresses, shirt waists, silk petticoats,
pocition as
at the Clovto
(.'leve 'Edgell
etc., also our children's caps, tobogV
Steam Laundry.
returned last week
I charge twenty five dollars for
C. W. Harrison went to Portales gans and sweaters.
Mrs. Bertha Mantooth is visiting
rom a husin
We have just retrip to Clarendon.
confinement
cases
in
withl,
or
Wednesday and joined a party of ceived a shipment of overalls for
her sister, Mrs. V. H. Miller, at
Mr. Edgell
myt ne Mw orne land
Miss B. C. Kelly of Denver, Colo.,
in
ten
t,...'..
miles
Clovis.
of
..
Kansas.
hunters from there who went to the both men and boys. We will apprehas accepted a position as stenogra- country
Um",1
south bird hunting. He suys ciate your patronage and Invite you mil., from fifty cents to one dollar
per mile extra owing to the condi-th;' ho
C. W. Hurrison
thiy had fine luck.
has traded his pher at the Citizens Bank.
'
n
to come in and look our thihgs over.
tion of roads. Two dolían for culls H'
C""J CoWÍ
Buick cur to Ilouk and Gray and hus
Mrs. W. G. Broomo.
fnr
ltc in Clovis. Country
f
fcr
fttrmin Pur- Stove
Pipe,
Coal
Hods
Fire
and
calls
from
fif
ty po. .
J. H. Kays was in Clovis from the
purchuaed a new Cadallac.
Shovels. Phone 72.
Pleasant Hill community Wednesday.
Mrs. S. Grinamore hus purchased ceiiu, io one miliar per mile extra.
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
Mr. Kays was principal of the Texico the ladies' furnmhing business of Mrs. tfc
Fhonograph Records, Records, Re'' T- "'
one of the substantial
school last yenr and whs formerly at M. P. Wright and is taking charge
Beat quality, lowest price.
cords.
Mrs. N. B. DeArmon, representing farmers of the Bellview neighborhood
the head of the Pleasant Hill school this week. Mrs. Grisnmore has been
Just received the lutest hits.
I
was in Clovis Tuesday
but is not teachit.uthis year.
CROFT ML'SIC CO.
tfc
in business befoie in Clovis and und the Pilot Point Rescue lióme at Pilot
after coal for'
.
...
i .
i
threnhing. Mr. Reese say. he has tiot
'
nays
"""
everui
lino
will,
erstnmis tnis particular
in
anil
yet threshed his
Mrs. R. E. Rowells and daughter,
A. E. Dormán, the
Mrs. B. L. Hawk of Grady spent
no doubt make a success. She will Clovis this wiek in the ulerear. i.f
Music Company
two days here last week visiting at Mrs. Ralph Rose, and little baby, reman, is in continue fo conduct the business in that iimtitution. She was here Bolic-,"' n's lost nothing by the delay
the home of Mr. and Ma E. Peter-so- turned the latter part of last week Clovis for n few days this week. Mr. the same building with Mrs. I. B. h. iting funds and in addition to this M Mn Kr"'n was eut with a binder
invites any girl who i. unfortunate uml
w"" tackeü. It will now he
and Mr. and Mrs. Jas. M. Bickley. from a visit with relatives at Pales- Dórman and his family now live at Osborne.
tine, Texas.
and wants a home to write the insti-- l murn t,',HI,,f for him to market it than
Ruton, but he travels over the entire
't would have been a month ago.
G. W. Falkner, Pinno Technician,
statfti He says that they like their
County Commissioner G. W. Ryle, tution.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lc.ve of Amar- new home very much. Raton is right who lives north of Melrose, was here
regulating and repairing pianos and
Lewis H. Smith, who it in the navy
player pianos. Representing the Bufd-wi- n illo were here for several days this in the center of New Mexico's great liiRt Friday and Saturday attending
Kmeat W. Singleton of Wichita,
factories, the world's greatest week visiting at the home of Joe Mc- est coal fields but he says the big the Boys' and Girls' Club Fair
and has been home on a month's fur- Kansas, is
here visiting at the home
Ho was accompanied by lough visiting his parents, Mr. and
product. Baldwin, Ellington, Hamil- Clelland, and Mr. Love was looking strike had not come on when he left
oi nis rather, G. W. Singleton. He
deMr.
business.
Love
reports
if
a
after
home
on
sold
terms
does
not
so
he
Howard
Mrs.
L.
know
andJ
H.
just
and
ton
what hi. son and daughter, William
Smith, who live in the! will
ccomnttni, remains of
H.J Ranchvale neighborhood,
i
sired. Leave orders for tuning at fine business in connection with his effect it is having In his home lo Georgia, who were participants In
returned grandmother. Xtr.
Chandler car agency at Amarillo.
lat;t week.
cality.
.Lyceum Theatre.
Mr. Smith say, he
Club Exhibits.
ha.Wa.nut, Kansas, for burial
NEW RECORDS EACH MONTH.

$8.50 up to

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.

$12.50
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1011.
turn to Chicago. Think what our re .recreation, pageantry,
ainging, you
creation problem ia there. Just re- wui una the young
men and women
cently one of our enterprising news- of today following
the oath vou are
paper! found some people who had laying out"

3

never aeen Lake Michigan!
"Whafa your daughter doing ia
the greatest problem before thia or
any other country.
It alwayi has
been and always will be. Give a girl
a atralght eye and s clear brain and
you will not have to worry about her
heart being in the right place. The
world hat always wanted fun. to be
amuaed. It wanta that fun now'ai an
aftermath to war more than It ever
did. The newsDaoera mend thonaanita
of dolían giving ni our dally fun.
The movies spend millions more and
the theatres as much.
.
"Now it ia fine to watch fun, but
it il much finer and lota man en
joyable to have a part in that fun.
we get tired of watching all the time
and it leemi to me that the truly successful community of the. future, ia
the community that can get together
and have fun ajl of itself, homemade
fun and all the better fun because
of the fact that each and every one
have a part in it.
"Washington ia in the lead in this
work of community service.. Give
the work the right of way, for In fun,

To own your owa home puts you on a higher
plane with your neighbors,, gives you better
credit at the Bank and elsewhere. Shoidd
overtake you, you have a place to lay
your head. Take our1 advice.
mis-fortu-

ne

BUILD A HOME.

QOi'íícGopíng g Stenography

TIRE PLANT TO START SOON

'

We hope to tell the readers i aur
next issue the exact date on which
the tira factory will begin turning
out the finished products. The ateam
fitting ia 10 complicated and 10 much
bf it, that it Is not certain as to the
exact time. The molds are here', and
the material on the way, and aa soon
as tne finishing touches can be accomplished and the rubber and fab
ric arrives, the smoke will begin to
roll, and the whistle will be an every
day affair.
New!.
Texlco-Farwe-

town.

Give Us A Chance

.

and we'll show you tiat our courses are both standard and reliable, and our teachers are competent

ll

Mr. Geo. Eadi has sold his
residence property to W. L.
Mr. Eads has not as vet fullv
decided as to Just what he will do,
whether he will build in town or
move. Some of his friends were
afraid that he would move from this
community.
George and his wife
have a host of friends who would
regret their moving from us very
much.
News.
Tcxico-Farwe-

are being taught in your own

ll

Clovis Commercial College
The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.
For Job Work of all kinds, phone number 97.
The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

AUCTION

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs No More

To Build It

Right".

Clovis,N.M.

Phone 15

ci

FUI

GREAT

ill

particulars he gave me were astounding. When America entered the war
the Germana began their systematic
destruction of the Belgian factories
that were competitors with their
home industries, but despite all that
the enemy did it la estimated that

'f

Owing to the fact that I have decided tn cm tn Palifnrnin I will m9U Bn A..,:An
j
farm where I have lived 14 vears. tocether with all mv ruU.
5ale to be held on my farm 2 miles north and 2 miles west of Texico-Fárwtl6 miles east and 1 north
oi wovis ana miles smith and 1 west ot i'leasant Hill School House, in Curry County, New Mex.
l,

WW

steel production is now 27 per cent
BniMeli, Oct. 29. Belgium, whose of
normal and iron production 51 per
territory wat the first to feci the mer cent. The greatest
SALE STARTS AT 11 A. M,
damage was done
cilesa strength of the Mailed Fist, is in Liege
and Charleroi. There were
the first country to recover from the 180 factories
of all kinda in and
devastation that followed in the wake
around the former city, but there
of the war, according to the following were five principal
steel plants each
written by a correspondent of the In supplied with blust
furnaces and rollternational Newt Service:
ing mills. Of twenty three blast
This is the impression I have
furr.BCf
exisiir.r: In 1014 ten were
from the first part f my tour
destroyed and nine concompl'
through this country. The recovery sider- W v damaged.
.i .
Now there arc
is all the more remarkable when one five
Jjriuces working, and the pro
up
judges, it from the French standard
duction is 60 per cent of what it was
of the
because ten months after the.slgning in 1014.
is my
,
of the armixtire, France is like 1
There were
rolling mills
my
household in the throes of removal in the Liege
district In li)14. Twenty
Hundreds of thousands of homelens nine,
all
will
sell
auction
of them were destroyed and
French men and women are dreading three budly damaged. Of the twenty
by-bi- d
without
reserve
the coming of winter, for they wili one remaining five have already
been
have no roof to shelter them and very
the
pui into operation; i.buu men are
little conl or none at all to keep no wetnployed
1s
there. There were two
them warm. In France prices are iron mills.
The Germans destroyed
r i .it ii
oaring daily; profiteering has be- the moBt important
one. Ten puddlcome a fine art. There is a malaise ing
.
.
.
.
.
.
im
r1. I
J
J
furnaces were also destroyed.
f
Thi. f
III
are good towns and .hipping point.. On two
in France j people do not want to
- . - i . I vu... uj uoor mr cnooi cnuaren.ot which
mail rout,
But tho management have already
mere I. no better rming land in Curry County, all
7
work, but they aro spending money put two
level
with
lake.,
a
bemt
dark
no
loam,
tandy
not
yet
and
thr.ro
ia
tighter
land in the county. This farm srowi aood
puddling furnaces and an
wheat, .m 60 Iba., Indian corn and alt kind, of row crop., uch a. kaffir corn tnaixe, cane,
heedlessly on luxuries, and I under
iron mill into operation.
mgarai will rai.o
reierna,
good millet, oat., audan -aran and in (i-- t
.
i
U.
k.
.l: iiiuHB. meion.,
tand thnt the samo thing is happen,.
,, ,
oean.
Z: '"""
'"""
I am told that the greatest Indi,l
-.U3
Th'"
ing in England.
toV
if
w.H -u- ippea- with t windmill'
-vidual dumuge was done in the
.
av
i.
'
wiiur irsii n ri near canr nura. ram
uscu'iiiu
inn
Matters aro very diffreent here
62
plumi and cherrie." Lt.of
,,M,Ur0, niC yOU'
of apple.,
works and in those beThare is practically no night life ; the
longing to the John Cokerill Com
,ho Vl
trceU after 10:30 aro deserted. pany.
" 6, town.hip 2 Nt, rang. 37 Eat. Small house with four room, and
b.rThi iB"dotherlnoutbu.ld.nj..
If you contemplate buying land in eastern New Mexico, don't fail to
There are no eccentric fashions; one
attend thU Tal.
Tho Germans were very much
aeel women decently and modestly afraid of the
wonderful electrical
clad. Here trado is prospering; the plant
at the Cockcrill works. Despite
only ones that are doing badly are
everything the Germans did the Cock-erithe luxury trades. The theatres are
plant is getting to work again.
ImoBt empty, and without any blar
C5
Jng of trumpets or beating of drums
YOUNG AMERICA MUST
O
11
One
Belgium has gone "dry." The sal
year old horse, 16 2 hands
One P. & O. Lister.
HAVE MORE FUN SAYS
,
B
hiKh.
of alcohol, except in the form of beer
1
Two sets sled knives.
One
WOMAN
bay
NOTED
LAWYER
marc, 15
or wine, is forbidden. Food is abunhands hieh.
1 wagon and hay frame.
One black mate, 16 hands high.
dant and fairly cheap. A men! for
1 Hack.
3 sets of chain harness.
Washington, Nov, 4. "Give a girl 1 filly colt, 6 months old.
two people, consisting of hors J'oeu
1 set buggy harness,
nearly new.
a
old horse colt.
straight eye and a clear brain and One
vre, eggi or fish, meat and vegetables
1 saddle.
60 feet of garden hose.
eld horae colt.
aweeta and a glass of !eei, nt one of you will not have to worry about her One
Many tools, etc.
the best restaurants in Brussels can heart being in the right pl'ucc."
be purchased today fo.1 a soverin.
There is expressed the view of a
France is without sugar or tobacco. woman who some years ago left a
1 Jersey cow, 6 years old, fresh
Here fu re Is suffk-i'ii- t
little town in Iowa and has since
of the
Jan.
omm dity to sweei.'u ;l hwc test made her way to the top of her pro1st.
One lion bedstead, springs and matf
and enough of iht second to fession a profession considered the 1 Duroc Jersey sow,, weighs between
1 red cow, giving milk.
tress.
mrivit the most dcvoU-- devotee cj ono of the most competition sur
300 and 400 pounds.
My Lady Nicotine
One sanitary couch. One dining table.
rounding it. It Is that of a lawyer, 1 shout, weight 150 pounds.
llu: most
1 spotted cow.
One book case.
all tho poi.i'i ave work- and the woman Is Miss Florence King
Six dining chairs.
ing Wrn'bne remembers tlml
Two
One good Windsor Organ.
old heifers.
of Chicago, a corporation lawyer.
fit "whole of Poiirini win a1,
Three Rocking chairs.
Misa King is the only woman who
6 calves,
One
t'iis tiilt Jast year H the har.ds of ever won a case before the Supreme
New Perfection
oil
EL
stove.
the foe. tíiq' recovery is almost mir- Court of the United Stntes, and her
2 Holstein cows, fresh.
1 American Cream Separator.
aculous.'
opinion is worth something when it
Several dozen hens and young chicks.
1 red cow, fresh.
Recently I had a long convocation comes to training girls.
Tables, Cooking vessels, dishes, etc.
. with M. Henri Jaspard, the Minister
"With the greatest Interest I have
of Reconstruction. The figures and watched the work of the War Camp
Community Service," aha sold, "and
if there ia anything in the world
tat of OMo, City of Tiao,
America needs now it is community
I.ucaa County, M.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that b
effort, and please spell it with
to suit
II senior partner of tht Arm of F. J,
of
on
Under the stress of war the
Cheney & Co., coins biielneet In the City
sale- -6
of Toledo, County and RlHte aforetuld.
people, came to work as almost one
10
cent
over
discount for cash.
2
and th
unid Arm will nay the iuin of
ONB HUNDRED DOLLARS for earn person. Humanity was in peril. Why
and every raaa of Catarrh that cannot be not
work like that all the time for a
enrod by the Ul of HALL'S CATARHli
JJKDICINK.
FRANK J. CHKNEY.
better country and a better place in
Bworn to befnr. me and stibenrlned In
which to live? I tee no reason why
lny preñen, this lh day of lrainbar,
A. D. lhaa.
A. W. GLJCAHON.
the effort should not be continued
(Senl)
Public,
Notary
.
now harder than ever.
Walls Catarrh Medicina la taken Internally and aoti throiiKh the bimd on
"Take here In Washington where
the Mviroui Surfarea of UlS Extern. Bend
you have thousands of war workers.
(or te'ilmonlHli, fn-F. J. CHENKT
CO., Toledo,
The problem of recreation for the
ol by II drunrlntit. Wo.
girls ia a itupenduoui one. Then
.iiall'a Family flits for eonittoatlon.
.)
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162 ACRE IMPROVED FARM
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OF SALE

Terms on land, $2,000 cash and balance
purchaser at 8 per cent interest. Terms
months time at
per
on sums
$10.00 or per cent

rest

Mrg. Anua CrowelL Owner

Daniel Oocne, Clerk

Erb E Fcrbca (Sf Auctioneer
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L. Caughran

threshed 70 yacrea

If ra. Shaver helped Mrs. Woods
cook for thresher hands, and. Mrs.
Lowe helped Mrs. Shaver cook for
her thresher hands,
Dock Patterson and J. C. Woods
'each took a wagon load of wheat to
Hereford Monday.
, Clifton, Levi and My ra Dunn, and
Arnold and Blanch Bunch called on
Mr. and Mrs. Dethrage Sunday.
On Monday the Burnett-JohnstoA Company thresher was at work at
Dallas Johnston's.
The Shinn ma
chine was at the old E. W. Walker
place, the Oklahoma machine at J.
W. Shaver's, the Cox and Stan field at
the Beck place, the Moore machine
at Jeff Mooae's, the Reid machine at
Harrison
Vandevender's
and the
Boney machine at Mr. Moss'.
A large crowd attended the singing
at Mrs.' Dunn's Sunday night
Lee Watkins, Will Toung, Virg
and Charlie Tillman, H. L. Caughran,
F. B. Scott, Lonjiie Johnston, Phil
Mote, Mr. Burnett and Hallie Leach
each took a truck load of wheat to
Hereford Monday.
It has been announced that Rev.
Sparks of Artesia will speak on the
75
Baptist
million drive at Blair
Monday night of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Music of Kansas, are
visiting at A. W. Cameron's. They
all spent Sunday at Professor J. A.
Conway's at Plain, as the Professor is
very sick.
Messrs. H. W. Moore of San Jon,
M. T. Stallard of Tucumcari, and H.
P. Whiteside of Quay were on the
plains looking for some cattle to finish oat a shipment. They spent Thursday night at the home of J. Z. Isler.
Roy Chapman purchased a new
Ford car the last of the week.
Floyd Mote is working for Lonnie
Johnston this fall
Rev. Shirley of Quay preached at
Blair Saturday night and Sunday.
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There will be a pie supper at the
school house Saturday night, Novem
ber 15th. The proceeds will be used
to buy lights and a library for the
school. Everyone invited.
Miss Vera Wilson is very sick with
tonsilitis this week.
Miss Jimmie Burns left Monday
morning for Melrose to spend the
winter. She will enter school there.
Mr. Barnett of Belen arrived Mon
day to be with his daughter, Lola
Mae, who is very sick at Mrs.
Stiubles.
Miss Stella Singleterry of Clovis
visited home folks Sunday.
Mrs. J. R. McGregor and Miss Myr
tle Cox entertained the young folks
with a Hallowe'en ghost party on last
Friday night.
Refreshments were
served. All expressed themselves aa
having had a delightful time.
Misses Maudie Jones,
Lenora
Cheeley and Dovil Joiner visited
friends at Portales Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
Sumsn of Clovis, Claudia Meador and
Mary Ruth Woodward called at Mrs.
Struble's Sunday.

lowo'en program.

They received i

One nice thing about a wife Is that
you can get her to believe anything
that she wants to believe.

HOOSIER CABINETS
The "White Beauty," the finest kitchen cabinet
wade in America. We have a complete stock Let
us show them to you.

SEELEY MATTRESSES
Guaranteed for 20 years. You spend
of
your time in bed. Why not enjoy your sleep on a
good mattress the best made? We have the exclusive agency in Clovis.
one-thir-

d

Magic City Furniture, Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.

-- a.

kamaraMCkiafTwrttCaetala. KUff tti&f lala.M

A mans Me among meti
ar

I

W

si

them off "Rio", OibralUf, Ceylon,
all the treat port of the world are they
only placet on the map to you or are they porto
where you've gone wiling in from the high aeai with
every eye along the shore turned admiringly on your
big ship your ship I

If you've any call in you for a full life join, and
color all your yeara ahead with memories of thingi
worth teeing with knowledge Worth having with

REEL

Are the great world porta nothing to you but little
red apota fn your school geography, or are they
tewna whose-fcim- y
atreata you'vwae-iwhoae- j
strange sights you've seen whose magnificence you've'
admired town in which you've greeted the world'!
aailor men from the Seven Scat?

mí

'

,

Make each port yeu visit mean another big experience. Curious spots, beautiful apota, ugly apota,
fiunoua apoto, and every one of them more altercating
to aee than anything you ever read about in all your
life. Every ocean has a United State ship tailing for
tome port worth teeing.

an inexhaustible fund of tea talea and adventure
picked up ashore and afloat that will make you a
welcome man in any company.
,

Compare such a personality with that of men who
are content to just ttick around all their day and
see nothing. Boy I

' Work? sure, ftndja man'a work it ia, among men.
Play? well, rather, with a bunch of men who know
how to play. The comrades of your carry ia
their ear the toundi of great world cities, of boom- ingjguna, of swashing tea
sounds you will share with
them and that win never die, away.

.

And when you come home, you 11 face life ashore
with level eye for Uncle Sam train in
rance
as well as
The Navy builds straight men
no mollycoddle.

f

--

t.

Balitt for two years. Escelltnt opportunities far advancement.
Pour weeks holidays with pay each ytar.
Short leave to see inland tights at porta viaitad. Men always learning. Oood food and first uniforfi outfit
free. Pay begins the day you enlist. Oet full information from your nearest recruiting atation. If you rlo
nof know when the nearest recruiting station is, aik your poatmaiter. Ht knows.

Miss Mary Ruth Woodward of Clo

vis visited her sister, Mrs. McGregor,
from Friday until Monday.
Mr. Hoover and family of Texico
spent Sunday at Mr. Ed McGregor's.
Messrs. Frank Carnahan and Floyd
Wall attended the pie supper at Moye
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Crump were
at Mr. Joe McGregor's Sunday.
Messrs. Dewey Wilson and Dale
Struble attended church in Clovis
Saturday night.
BLUE EYES.

VS

ea TWref Cm
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Vaanü la tW
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treat of pop corn and apples.

Clovis, N. M.
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POINT ENTERPRISE

last Friday'' afternoon ' Mil
Claudia Meador and pupils entertain
ed Misa Cox and pupils with a Hal

awi
Southwestern Drug Co.
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We ibonid Hke jothlnt hottf r than lo how
mi that nu matter hnw urrpn your bunion
or bow arp nr how painful PA IKY MX) I iU
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with (H pain tnd toaamramiou
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Bitlu swat the buolnn enlargement
I
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f wheat that averaged 42 bushels
to the acre.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

While returning from Clovis with
. imati wecji,
i
i. ann
iuwuj uij wucat
Bonuy ran into Foster Scotts truck
wmcn was loaded witn coal standing
at the Caughran place where the
thresher was working and did considerable damage to his own truck.
Having rented some farm land
from J. Z. Isler, Albert Leach returned to Kentucky last week to make ar
rangements to move his family here.
His son Justice Leach is preparing
and sowing wheat on a part of the
land while his father is gone.
Mr. Dennis of Norton passed thru
here Saturday helping drive about
three hundred head of cattle which
had been brought up by Seamen of
Friona. They got to H. D. Shehan'i
at Bellview Saturday.
Considerable wheat is being taken
to Hereford this week.

.
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NOTICE I NOTICE! NOTICE!
WONDI
We are now able to rehandle, re.
kidney
and
bladder
for
trouble,
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
grind and hone straight blade razors,
safety razor blades, and anything in el, weak and lame back, rheur
and Irregularities of th hidne.
the line of surgical instruments.
All
work is guaranteed to give satisfac- bladder in both men and wom
Miss Eunice Allen is one of the
not sold by your druggist will 1
tion.
Pleasant Hill teachers now. She will
by mail on receipt of $1.23.
Southwestern Drug Company.
teach vocal music.
small bottle often cures. Be
Mrs. Philip Xays took her daughter
To prevent overloading
motor sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W.
Norma Lee, to town Saturday and trucks a meter has been invented' that 2926 Olive it., St. Louis, Mo.
:
had her tonsils removed.
shows the weight of each load carried. by druggist.
Irene DeLozier and Eugene Gallagher, two of the Pleasant Hill club
members received first prize and will
CHICHESTER
Cvraa Dandruff
get a trip to Las Cruces in January.
tmrn mtm trama
m. ft Li. n fl-,lrr- - IHu--7 B
Quite a number received second prize. 0
aVw1 Vk
World'atTatzitnawt)r,
Pilla I
4 M4 ii.14 aM
fandoalrona backad by
SI
K7li
Several club girls and boys from
frx Tf.X " '
ÍR.
i SIO COLD BOND I
HKAK
BUBON
I'lLlj.
this community attended the Club
1
.). lr,Tuí, ... Ik. -1 I It.
faniunUM.siwl.Unn
Fair held at Clovis, which began 17? iHTaaaa. iv un it nA.tm
SOLO BY DiNJ.Qt.IS tVLKW.
Thursday evening and held until Saturday noon.
Mr. Joe Smith went to Roswcll
and bi ought back two wagon loads
of apples.
The Hallowe'en party given at Mrs.
J. M. Teague's was quite a success.
A large crowd of young people were
present and all had a good time.
Several people from this neighborhood went to Claud to the singing
convention Sunday.
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
The literary program given last
Friday was real good. Some of the
The Ford Sedan, with electric starting and
parents were there.
i!
lighting
system.dcmountaMc rims with 34 -- inch
The Woman's society will render
tire all around, is the ideal family rar because
their program Friday,' Nov. 14th. All
ofits general utility and refined and comfortable
are invited to come. The program
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass
will begin immediately after recess.
window. An open car in the spring, summer,
SAL.
'I
and early fall. A closed car in inclement
!
IF YOU HAVE NO COUNTRY
weather and winter.
f,
In
f.
the city or the country, a family car. The low
Waukegan, 111., Oct. 31
Wauke
cost of operation and maintenance is not the
gan hai adopted a unique method of
least of its charms. Won't you come in and
letting the world know of her patriot
look it over?
Deputy sheriffs have posted
ism.
Lindlsy
signs on street corners here reading:
acents
"This is an American town. Don't
criticise our president, our allies or
Operating Highway Garage
--our government.
"If you don't like our country, go
back to your own country.
"If you have no country, go to
hell."

A TEXAS

RANCHVALE NEWS

Quite a few cf the club boys and
girls from hero spent from Thursday
until Saturday in Clovis. Some of
them ran off with first prive. All reported a dandy time.
Little Elva Simpson is reported
well enough to attend school again.
Mr. Louia Smith tock supper with
Mr. D. I. Bainett Thursday night.
There was only a small crowd at
Sunday school Sunday cn account of
Sunday school being changed to the
morning just for last Sunday. We
had Rev. Belcher with us Sunday
morning end Sunday niht.
Miss Mary and Roxic Smith spent
Sunday with Mrs. Sterling Sharp and
Mrs. Oris Little.
It seems as though there wasn't
very many witches and ghorts seen in
this part of the country lust Friday
night.
Mr. L. C. Smith - helping Mr. Matlock this week.
Mr. Raymond Buchnnan took dinner with Mr. Samuel Groves Sunday.
Mr. L. H. Dixon and family left us
last week for Arkansas. We are
ioi ry to have them go. They have
been with us for a number of years.
Mr. Leslie Simpson is reported better at this writing.
Mr. Louis Smith called on Mrs. D.
D. Bowie and Miss Gladys Mathews
Wednesday evening.
Several of the people from here
attended the fair nt Clovis Saturday.
Mr. Louia Smith
left Saturday
moraine for Seattle, Wash., where
he will tak up his work in the navy
again. He has 18 more months to
serve in the navy. We are all
to have Mr. Smith leave us again.
Mr. Jack Frost cime Friday night
killing Mr. Green. We are expecting
Mr. Snow soon.
All come to Sunday school and
preaching Sunday.
Sunday school
begins at 2 o'clock.
SHU FLY.

If you would leave it to us we
wtould say that September Morn was
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Rain-proo-

Jones
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DIP CCCrCl

dust-proo-
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IS BASTO

Experiment prove music valuable
to the dairymen. A recent test made
wading into th water to where it by the management of a large dairy
was deep enough to drown because Is said to have proven
that music
the styles worn by other women this played from a phonograph while
the
summer make her look like she Is cows were milked increased the quanwearing Winter Clothes.
tity from ten to twelve per cent.
-

HILE!:"
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Recreation in HotpitaU.

BUSINESS MEN TO
HAVE GYM CLASS
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Plana have been made to Invite the
business men of Clovis to use the
High (School Gymnasium on one evening of each week.
Wednesday
evening will be set aside for this purpose and next Wednesday, Nov. 12th
at eight o'clock will be the first meet
ing. It has been suggested that this
will be a dandy place for the tired
business man to come and loosen himself up a bit and get himself a little
more physically fit for his daily work.
The cluss will be in charge of Mr.
Tanner.

.1.
"

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1819.

Tlio Groat Dividing Lino
BETWEEN
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Being a Christian

and a
A

Church-goe-
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Tlio' AiMiTloon Ited Cross conducts Ita rem-ntlonit- l
tlirouKh trained men nnd women, Introducing a multitude
of the men. The nrrompunylng vlw
to tlio liunillcnp
kIiows In operation a moving picture projecting uiuclilne,
('rot rerri-uilondirector, which throws tlio pictures
he men do not hure to Mir from their cola.

".i
v,

I

work

hoftpltiiti'

In

of recreutlons suited
of a hospltul wnrd

Id

developed by a
on the wall so that

"THE WORLD WAR AND
THE FIELDS OF FRANCE"

MAJT BRING
and metal worker.
AGED MAN 101 TO
Mr. Reed has seen most of the
AN UNTIMELY END world. Ho was born in London, spent
the greater part of his life in Aus- i
It has lone been argued that 'i icunu. mane
a - ...... v sit to the Km
whiskey shortena a man's life. James Iaiandai. sailed before the mast,
101 years old, of Oakland, Cal.,' e(j most of the countries of
the world,
Hiram proniDiuon is going 10 snon- - then settled down in California thirtyj
en nis me. me contenerían nao Dcen years ago.
enjoying good health until prohibition j At th Ume of
Franco.Pniian
But a few days
went
0 effect.
Ree(J v(ited
hj
when hi. supply, of whiskey ran
JXapoleon
out and he could no longer take hi.
Bou)o(?ne
one of fci
.laily drink h. was forced to ask as-Fnmce dur,
p,rtodg.nta Fe
w
New Mexican.
was suuenng irom rneumausm.
nib
description of the national prohibiJAMES BURKE DEAD
tion measure la that "it i. the most
despicable piece of legislation ever
Jamea Burke died Monday at the
enacted."
Other than drink whiskey, Reed has home of hia daughter Mrs. W. E.
He Aicuregor, soutn or town, alter a
no code for attaining old age.
ate whatever he liked, worked every fingering illness., Mr. Burke waa very
day for 90 years, chewed and smoked old and his wife died only a few
tobacco aa much as he pleased and weeks ago. lhe funeral service was
at th
let the days come and go without held Wednesday morning
worry. And at 101 when he was. Catholic Church, the service being
forced to go to the hospital ho re- - conducted by Father Matthew Popp
Instantly gave up hi. job as a sheet oi iioswen.
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Col. Dun Morgan Smith, who is to
deliver his famous lecture at the
High School Auditorium, Thursday,
November 13, at 7:30 p. m. Col.
Smith was of the First Batallion the
"Batallion of Death," 90th Division.
He went Into the battle of St. Mihiel
with 1120 men and came out with
327 men.
Is an expert pistol, "hot
and an expert rifleman, and twice
wounded, as shown by his insignia.
The lecture will be of interest to all,
gripping the attention from first to
last. The general public la Invited,
and there will be no charge for

NEW CAR DEALER
Romie H. Jones of Martin, Tenn.,
has recently moved to Clovia to make
this place his home. Mr. Jonea ha.
the agency for the Chandler and
Cleveland automobiles and will open
a sales room here. He haa already
received a shipment or his cars.

Non-Christi-

NonChurch-goe- r

"I WILL"
Tlio Presbyterian Church
INVITES YOU

I

.

A. M., be and the same is hereby ap-

AFTER MORE SHEEP

J. Frank Necl haa just returned
from a business trip to Cheyenne,
BUSINESSES CONSOLIDATED
Wyoming, where he has been in the
Mr.
A deal was made this week where interest of his sheep business.
by the undertaking business of C. V. Neel is a big booster for the sheep
Steend waa consolidated with that of industry and has been instrumental
the Clovis Furniture Company, the in many flock, being brought In here.
firm to operate under the name of the
Clovi. Furniture and Undertaking
NOTICE
Company. Mr. Steed will continue to
be in charge of the undertaking de
In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
partment' and the new department
ty, State of New Mexico.
will occupy the same buildings with
State of New Mexico, County of Cur
the furniture company on 'South
ry, as.
y
Main street.
In the matter of the estate of. Jose
Lucero, deceased. Order appointing
MESA COMPANY
b day foi the settlement of the final
IS GOING DOWN account of the adminiatratrix of said
estate and directing notice to be
It has been reported that the Mesa fiven and for final discharge
Oil Co,, has sold a portion of its
Elogia Garcia De Lucero, adminisholdings or has mado definite ar tratrix of the eatate of Jose Lucero,
rangements with Kansas. City and deceased, having thi. da rendered
to go and presented for final settlement
Columbus, Ohio, capitalists
down with the well on the Hart ranch and filed in this court Jjer final ac
to a depth of 4,000 feet. This well count of her administration of the
is now 600 feet deep and her made estate of said deceased and her peti
the raort rapid progress of any well tion for discharge.
in eastern New Mexico.
It is ordered, that the 13th day of
November, 1919, being a day of a
t.
If its news The News wants it term of this court,
Of the
Phone ua. No. 97.
November term, 1919, at 10 o'clock

pointed for the settlement of said ac
count end the hearing of said peti
tion; and that due notice thereof be
given by causing notice thereof to
be posted at the Court Houst of said
County and State, and by publication
in the Clovi News, a weekly newspaper printed and of general circulation in said County and State a
ia required by law.
Dated this the 10th day of October,
A. D. 1919.
C. V. STEED,
(Seal)
10-tp
Probate Judge,
1

4

PREPAREDNESS
This is the slogan of the wiae man.
exposed to
are continually
cuts, wounds, scratches, etc. The
man who i. prepared haa hi. healing
remedy on hand to atop all chance
of blood poison. Ferris' Healing;
Rfjfily 1. Highly Anteseptlc It ia
One 60c bottle make
economical.
$2.00 worth of a healing oil or ointment Money refunded if you arc
not satisfied. For sale by A. B. Aus-

Stoclc

tin
1

w(íompany.
'

Prolonged applause at the end of
tenate speech may be merely cele--i
bráting- the end of a prolonged
-

to-wi-

Job Printing at the pews Office.

an

arid

r

a

SCHOOL CHILDREN TO AID
FARMERS WITH CROPS
Lubbock, Texas, Nov. 4. Upon
petition of the business men of the
city, the school children ubove the
fifth grade will close for two weeks
to permit the children to assist in
gathering the cotton crop in Lubbock
county. The children v. ill be sent in
squads of twenty five each under the
supervision of a teacher nnd will be
paid three dollars a hundred for pick
ing. ,
It is estimated that from ten to
fifteen thousand bules of cotton are
now open in Lubbock county.

.

,

speech.,

FASHIONS FOR GENTLEWOMEN
Sponsored By

LUOKAfóT

2j-C- Ó,

Unfailingly presenting the newest modes ever on the alert for the leaát little whisper, the tiniest modula-- .
tion--w;
are always ready with an exclusive assemblage of
e

FASHIONS FOR MILADY

.

All our new

Sute, Coats, Dresses, Blouses and Furs are

in

the height of fashion and offered at prices

unequalled anywhere for the same garments.
--

SUETS

'Ait'

These models m the nniie of elepnee in llieir erispli-nes- s
ami ;Tie:fill eouforniily to f lie figure, (lever cutting
luis produced mnnv original mid becoming effects,
There are many pleasing modes of trimming, including
Kur collars mid bandings, military braids, elaborate embroideries nnd stitchings, etc. The variations in coat
length nlso add to the attractiveness of the display. The
materials are Silvertone, Velours, Hroadcloths, etc.
and up to QUO

vrmv,

v'w

COATS

See the correct coat fashions. Simple icrfection in line
and making setíms to be the style standard to which the
new coats conform. These, like the suit coats, are in varied lengths. Materials are Silvertone, Silvertex, Broad-

cloth, Plush, etc. Priced at

025

035 040 050

(ilA

ONE GROUP of neatly tailored suits of Poplins and
Serges. Some braided mid others imuon irmimcu. Nine,
.Mack and IJrowti.
u
i: i

,

AVe

to 030
O22.50
of richly designed frocks tor

ONE GROUP
every wear of Salins,
TrieollettcH-Tau- pc,

$40

B

Brown,

Jr'tiiM-

555

-

n,,d
Bino.

to
costumes in best
rich
ravishingly
Many
terials nnd colors up to

505

ma-

The joy of wearing a good Pur is yours in
selecting one of these.
You will appreciate the richness of. these
furs, also the wealth of eleganco in the style
of their making. Priced at
to OOP

025

GINGHAM SCHOOL DRESSES
Just what you want for style, good wear and
true economy. Offered a i
33 3 per cent Discount
1--

0175

PRETTY COATS for GROWING GIRLS. Smartly
tailored coats with belts and pockets and others that hang
straight from the shoulders. Sizes 3 to 14 vears. Priced at

FURS

,

Ai"

Q200

0150,

03.50

lab- -

have never shown more exquisitely
nre among these
nvnti nst nines than w
daiiitv rich fabriced froi Ks.
ONE GROUP of pleasing pretty dresses oi
Serges, Silks mid combinations.
(

'

Three rich models in real Seal, thigh length, large collars
OIDO and

030.00

DRESSES

to

s

"

to

022.50

BLOUSES

See these exquisite
One of the uiost important features in our
displays is the attractive array of new blouses,
which we are showing in several distinctive

lines of quite different classes of models for
every occasion.
ONE GROUP especially purchased for this
week's selling of Oeorgette variety of
shades daintily trimmed. Priced at

00.50

ONE GROUP of Georgette elaborately
beaded and embroidered. Priced at

012.50

Others up to $25.00.
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conservative or
Bank?

you select a

EUROPE AND IN SOUTH AMER
ICA.

over-liber- al

Conservative, of Course

That's Us
The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, we stand
first.
II

SOME GOOD ADVICE

Strenrtbanad hj

Clovis

MILLION DECREASE
IN TAX ASSESSMENT
IN STATE THIS YEAR

Expartanc

Santa Fe. Although four counties
Kidney disease is too dangerous to
neglect. At the first sign of backache of McKinley, Sandoval, San Miguel
headache, dizziness or uniary disord-- ! and Santa Fe have not yet sent in
era. you should give the weakened their tax rolls, the state tax commiskidneys prompt attention. Eat little sion hu fixed the total valuation of
Biemt, take things easier and use a assessable property at 1314.000.000.
suitable kidney tonic. There's no which is one million under last year's.
ther kidney medicine so well recom- The auditor has made the levies for
mended as Doan'i Kidney Pills. Clo-w- state purposes, the total running 6.75
people rely on them. Here's one mills, which is an increase of
f the many statements from Clovis mill over last ear.
ia

one-ha-

peoaOe:
Mrs. Arthur Andrews, 610 N. Gid-liSt., says: "My advice ÍÓ anyone suffering from disordered kidneys is to try Doan's Kidney Pills
for they certainly are fine. Several
years ago I took them for weakness
in iny back and other symptoms of
kidney complaint.
They certainly
did what was claimed for them and
soon removed the annoyance. Doan's
Kidnt-- Pills are fine and I can conscientiously endorse them."
GOc, at all defers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffulo, N. Y

OVER THE 170RLD

BUT TANLAC HELPED HIM MORE
THAN TREATMENTS HERE, IN

If you liad a large sum of money to deposit, would

.

WANTS

lf

THE NEWS
ABOUT HIS OLD HOME

The following
statement, which
was made a few days ago by H. L
Finnigcr, watch maker for the Na.
than Dohramann & Company, living
at 38 nato St., San Francisco, Cal.,
Is both interesting and remarkable.
Mr. f inniger said :
"I have been treated for indias
tion in France, Italy and Switzerland
and in North and South America, in
fact, all over the world, but Tanlac
is the only thing I have ever found to
do me much good. Always after eat
ing I would have such awful cramn- ing pains in my stomach that I could
hardly stand it. I had fallen off in
weight until I was scarcely more
tnan a irame or akin and bones, and
my nerves were so shattered that the
least little thing would irritate and
upset me. I could not sleen to do
any good and would get up mornings
more tired than on going to bed. My
strength and energy had about all
left me and many
timo I felt like
I would be compelled to give up entirely.
"Besides taking everything in the
way of treatments and medirino
I
have tried all the different kinds of
diet, also the rest cure, but never
got more than a little" passing relief.
But the way a few bottles of TanW
has brought me out is more than I
can understand.
At the time I began
taking this medicine I only weighed
ninety-eigpounds, but I now balance the scales at one hundred and
eighteen, making a tain of twontv
pounds on five bottles of Tanlac.
Alter finishing my first bottle and
about half of the second I could see
I was getting better and fromwiat
time on my improvement wai very
last, i can cat just anything; now
and neversuffer
particle of distress afterwards. My nerves are in
excellent condition so that I now get
eight hours good sound sleen everv
night. I get up mornings now ready
for a good breakfast and a full davs
work. I usually put in an hour or
two in the mornings- working In my
garden before going to the store
which would have been impossible
for me before taking Tanlac. My
nppetite is fine now, I relish everything I ent, and am enjovinir better
health than I have in years. Tanlac
has certainly been a life saver to me
and it's a real pleasure for me to
recommend it."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico bv Red Crosi
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin

Cmtnohmntoldmvory-who-

in leJentiñemlly

U'fmHii or ten pac-j(300

in a

eiitrtllf)

fatina-papa- r

cortred carton. W
ttrongly noommtnd
Ihé carton for thm

i

noma or offloa tupply
or whoa you trtvll

I. J. RtraaMiTaUccaCa.
WattM-Salt-

18c

N.

C

Camels win you in so many new ways!

taste but

leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or
cigaretty odor I
Compare Camels with any cigarette
in the world at any price!
You'll
prefer Camel quality to premiums,
coupons or gifts!

xVisfflam
-- .

NK.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY COUNTY

'

They not only

permit you to smoke liberally without tiring your

a package

:

is
ALiEIT.

mm

as.

nt

.

mm

GOAT MILK,
(At Drugstores
pMitlnljr inlvn the pmbltn
I uuantila
munuuiuun.

Real Service!

rWMttoMthw'ii
BllUl.

hnUWI

I

diKffttthancow'l
milk. Morena.
till lou. richer .
tliitlter, mor .
natural
ufiar.

J
,

MILK

COAT

UbURAiOKiiS

rWúr.r.'J,.
Mb
Gold

by

riuctfte

druuktt

We are now feeding more
people than-a- t
any time we
have been In the restaurant
business In Clovis. There is a
reason for this. W are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to cat.

V. Steed

C.

-

OPEN ALL NIGHT

We have adopted a new policy of keeping

Undertaker and
Ernbalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

14

Bola Day and Mint.

our restaurant

open all night This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting In
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

0gg & Boss Cafe
Open All Night

After you eat always take

ATOMIC
Instantly re lio ves Heartburn, Oloat
Stojw f.tod 8 wring,
rrpe&tinjr, and all stomach minerivH.
.Uts dltTAttioa and appotlU
h' '"fi rtntnnrh

edCaiFe!tng.

Q

o

will,

i

0(O

Vitality anil Tap.
woat and nlror.tr. lucraa
RATONICIflthflbfRtromcfly. Tnn nf thou-An- d
a wondarfully bciialittxJ. Only cm t ,n onnl
crtwoft riuy to ukoH. I'onltWvly gcumnttn-toplciUMtar wawill rufuad tnatmg,
u big
fox Ut lav, Voa

SOUTHWESTERN

4
o

ao

to

a
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DRUG CO.,

Clovia, N. M.

Phono No. 97 for Job printing.
'
Phone us. No. 97.

e

.

My-w-

.i ftjoy tmone
national

wth

RILLING

Camels are an expert blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos. You'll not only prefer this blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight, but you'll appreciate the
remarkable
and smooth, refreshing
flavor it provides! Camels are a cigarette revelaticml

-

n

Lay a bet on
rolling em with

st

mM pocktfo ot30

Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Clovis News, Clovis, N. ,M. Find
Notice is hereby given that nur- to the provisions of an Act of
suant
enclosed $1.50 for which please send
Congress approved June 20th, 1910,
me your naner to Greenville. Tenn.
the luws of the State of New Mexico,
We want the news from New Mexico.
and the rules and regulations of the
Glad to hear of good' crops and good
State' Land Office, the Commissioner
meeting. Clovis has a good class of
of Public Lands will offer ut public
sule to the highest bidder at 9 o'clock
people
Kind regards for all. Best
A. M., on Tuesday, January (ith,
wishes for you and ( luvis.
1UÜU, in the town of Uovis. County
Cordially yours,
of Curry, Stute of New Mexico, in
JEREMIAH MOORE.
front of the court house therein, the
following described tructs of land,
Rev. Moore formerly lived here and
viz:
was pastor of the Presbyterian
Sale No. 1350 All of Sec. 36. T.
As long as we continue to demand church.
2 N., R. 35 E., containing 640.00
Iuxut'h' and are willing to pay exacres. The improvements consists of
orbitant prices to get them we can
He is a happy man whose wife worrooi.
(Advertisement) houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
fcardly expect the manufacturers to rits half as much over his digestion
tank, fencing, orchard, value Iñ.lso
Sale No. 1351 All of Sec. 16, T.
offer us anything else.
as he does over her complekion.
Phone No. 97 for Job printing.
6 N., it. 36 E., containing 640.00
acres. The improvements consist of
well, and fencing, value $950.00.
No bid on the above described
tracts of land will be accepted for
less than TEN DOLLARS ($10.00)
per acre, which Is the appraised value
thereof, and in .addition thereto the
successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The aboe sale of land will be sub
ject to the following terms and conditions, vii:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such sale,
of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for adwrtisinit
and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchnngc ut the time
of sale and which said amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico, if the
successful bidder does not execute a
' .
I
,contract within thirty .lays after it
has been mailed to him by the State
Land Office, said contract to provide
thnt the purchaser may at his option
make payments of not less than
of ninety-fivper cent of
the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the (lute ut the
contract and to próvido for the payment of any unpaid balance at the
Covrriihl 1111
expiration of thirty years from the
bjf
J. KarnuUll
date of the contract with interest on
,
roa 7
deferred payments at the rate of four
AnhHat font
Hnd toppy rd bmim, ttay né
per cent per annum payable in adtin, hmndwem pound énd
vance on the anniversary of the date
flt humidors
.I
ktf pound cUuuy,
I
prmciicmi
mndihmt
of the contract, partial payments to
me
pound oryotal ilmmm humidor
be credited to the anniversary of the
with opongo moimtonmr top
Shrined Albert is just
date of the contract next following
your own cigarettes
thot koopo Prineo Albort in
muoh portodt condition I
the date of tender.
joy'us a sideline as you ever carried around in
The above sale of land will be subrynoldi To
ject to valid existing rights, easeCompany
your grip I For, take it at any angle, you never got such quality, .
rights of way and reservaments,
WhutaaJalm. N.C,
tions.
makin's cigarette in your
flavor, fragrance and coolness in
All mineral rights in the above dewill present you!
life'as every "P. A. home-madscribed lands are reserved to the
Foster-Milbur-

ELS are the moat refreshing, satisfy ing'cigarette yon
smoked ( Put all your cigarette desires in a bunch,
then buy some Camels, give them every taste-teand know
for your' own satisfaction that in quality, flavor, smooth
body and in many other delightful ways Camela are in a
class by themselves J

CAM

n

a

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.!

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211 .

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phon 235

e"

State.

Ij Prince Albert
delightful rolled

puts new smokenotions under your bonnet I It's so
into a cigarette and, so easy to roll I And, you just take
to it like you been doing it since away back I You see, P. A. is crimp cut
and a cinch to handle I It stays put and you don't lose a lot when you
atart to huf the paper around the tobacco I

PiTyouII like Prince Albert

in a jimmy pipe as much as you do in a home-rolle- d
cigarette, tool Bite and parch are cut out by our exclusive patented
process. You know P. A. is the tobacco that has led three men to smoke
plpea when one was smoked before. Yet sir, Prince Albert blazed the
wad of smokesport will ripple your way
what
way. And,
very time you fill up I
me-o-m- y,

t

í.i!M.-.M;jí:í-

'

0)

The Commissioner of Ti blic Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves the right to reject any and all
bid offered at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tructs will
be given on or before October 1st,
1920.
Witness my hand and the official
seal of the State Land Office of the
State of New Mexico, this eighth day
of October, 1919.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First publication Oct 16, 1919.
Last publication Dec. 25, 1919.

FORD OWNERS Be Happy
GET A CHAMPION SPARK GENERATOR
For your car. Save gasoline. Start your car
easy. No kick. Also save plugs. Price $3.50.

Hardy & Lewis
.Distributors for Curry County, New Mexico.

'

THE CL0V1S NEWS,

And! this yard U equipped lo furnish everything in tha building
malarial line. Wa owa oar owa uw mill, timbar landa and equip-maand furniah building materials to 121 yard in Iba groat South-t- ,
owned by thia company. Lot ui figuro with you on your
lumbar bill.

I
I

GOOD

ARE WORTH MORE THAN
MONEY TODAY

SHOES

t

Good leather is scarce, so scarce that In many instance. I
Consequently

cannot duplicate our qualities at any price.
An example of growth and development and what can

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.

thev are worth mora than monov. You'll find them so.

be accomplished in Clovii and New Mexico by diligent effort
and careful attention to business method

W. B. CRAMER, Manager.

CLOVIS

'AVOSWnHl

Mandell Clothing and
Dry Goods Co.

Building Is On The Boom In Clovis

i;

'o

NEW MEXICO

institution

was established

THE CASH SHOE STORE

is demonstrated

in tha Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Company.
in Clovis in 1009 and

This

E. A. STORY

at that

time was a small clothing store established in a building 25
by 60 feet.

The Union Mortgage

that

was the best to be secured on

DO YOU KNOW
That tha Citiiens Bank of Clovis is directed and man- aged by successful farmers and business men who have been
so engaged since this County's organisation, and are at all
times ready and willing to advise and assist you in usinosa
matters.

the market and a line that

would appeal to the most fastidious dresser.

j

From the day

X

Wo have planty of money to take
caro of all good farm loni and can
give you the tame quick service that
hat made our company popular with
the public.

the store was first opened for business a remarkable growth
and business extension was registered.

The men of this'

sec-

We're always ready a hand to lend,
I
I That's why we're called THE FARMERS' FRIEND.

tion soon came to know that if they wished to appear well
dressed that they could always secure individual clothing

MAIN STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.

I
I

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home
And to thoao who are already married
we carry ono of tha moat extensive stocks
this lection of Now Mexico. Your credit
you can pay for your naw furniture on tho
band goods bought and sold.

I

catered to particular people and carried a line of clothing

Company

X

The store from the time It was first established

'

from Mandell.

In 1915 the business had progressed und developed to
such proportions that tho management

realized that there

l

was a great field here for the opening of a dry goods store
hence additional

and want naw furniture
to be found anywhere in
ii good at this tora and
installment plan. Second

The Citizens Bank of Clovis

X

room was secured and an extensive dry

goods stock instulM.
in popularity

Pay Cash and Get Your Own fo of Profit
.
...
This store sells for cash realising that It Is possible to sen tor

1

. .

This branch of the business has grown

less money as there ara no dead accounts to be absorbed by increase
in per cant of profit.

the same as the clothing business and today

the store has more than doubled its capacity and has

WHITING'S

in-

creased its business more than 500 par cent.

Hams Furniture Company

Tho popular shopping placo of Clovis for variety good.
goods and all lines of variety merchandise.

This success is due to the careful business management
and satisfactory

Opposite Postoffice

service to its patrons.

4

Dry

WE SELL FOR CASH

A. Mandell, the

manager, has spent his entire lifetime in the mercantile

t

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

busi-

ness and has studied it from the standpoint of the patron
and is known for assuming the other fellow's viewpoint on

J. A. Latta Grocer Co., Inc.
C rocería,

Floor Produce,
Craia and Feed.

Wholesale

merchandise.

Wa are onlarging our atocb of merchandise and aro now in al
position to sapply the entire retail trade in tho Clovis trade territory.
We are Installing completo Ilota of groceries, canned goods, lundries
and imokera supplies.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS

1 CLOVIS

I

NEW MEXICO

Our Stock Is Bigger and Better
Than Ever
Under new management the Citv Drug Company will install
additional linos, increase the stock and do everything possible to make
Improvements
this the most complete drug store in New Mexico.
will be added throughout.

The City Drug Company
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

The

Sheep Industry Is Growing In
New Mexico

X

r 0

Ihcre

is a

great

field for

this industry here and those

-

-

t

The Home Manufactured Flour

.....
.
"
:
t
i
grado of wheat as
samo
tho
grada,
from
milled
good
As
a
.

in-

.

.

S

Ko-s-as

and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper as the local consumer save
tho transportation charge. Extensive dealers in grain, food and coal.

stitution is up to date in every respect and the Mandell store
Is truly an Institution of which the city of Clovis can well
be proud. Mr. Mandell, the manager, has resided here since
1909 and is an active member of the Chamber of Commerce
and has proven to be an important factor in the civia development of the resources of Clovis and Curry County.
The Mandell store' is located on one of the principle
corners of the business section of Clovis, Its extensive window displays shows the store from the outside to be metropolitan throughout.
In the men's department which is still
managed up to the minute from the standpoint of style and
fabric includes such lines as the Hart Schaffner and Marx
clothing, Fashion Par,k clothing, Cloth-Craclothing and
LatiKham Hirh, the latter line being a line of clothing
especially designed for young men and 3 the recognized individual line of clothing on the market today and will appeal
to the taste of any youngster who withes to be individually
dressed. Hannan and Forbush shots, Stetson and Star hats.
Munhuttan, Cluett and Peabody, and Wilson brothers 3hirts
make up a part of this extensive stock, all these brands
known nationally as the best the market affords. Interwoven
hosiery, Munsing and Cooper's underwear, traveling bags,
suit cases and general furnishings make up this aepnitment
which in itself is as large as any individual store and under
the management of experienced clerks.
The Ladies' department, like the men's department, is
completo .in every respect and includes the best linen of
r
garments to be found on the market today.
A full and complete line of Betty Wales dresses for mines,
,
Kii.v-sLarner waist's, Fit-ripetticoats, Munsing
Italian silk underwear, Knyser and Black C.tt hosiery,
W. B., Nuform and Stylish Stout corsets, Paul Jones mal-diand notions of all kinds, including an 'tensive line of
pie 0 goods in all patterns in the dry goods department.
In the children's department dresses and couts und everything that could possibly be wanted for the child is carried.
The Hoyol Society Art department and the Buttarick
muko up an attractive feature of this store.
The Mandell store would be a credit to any city several
times the size of Clovis and is operated from the standpoint
of being mndc a credit to the city as yell' ns a pleasurable
place to shop for particular people.

t

SUNLIGHT

and the '

equipment, merchandise and genera! management of the

'

I

At thia time eight experienced assistants are

working In the store in the various departments

Hay

....

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co,
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

(

In Point of Strength We Stand First
Depository for the Government, State of New Mexico, Curry
County and tha Santa Fa railroad. ,

ft

Truly the Bank That Accomodates

The Clovis National Bank
X

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus $25,000.00

Deposits $439,534.88
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

X

.4M-4-4-4-
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THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
Always Plenty of Money to Loan on Farm8.

We Will Help You To Build

a

Home

Call ón us for paticulars

a.
j

$
T
T

r

I4-

t

rendy-to-wen-

interested

in

the

Industry

should call on me for

in-

formation.

umk-rwear-

Hail and Fire Insurance

t

CLOVIS

-

NEW MEXICO

-

--

I

buy and sell and produce

sheep

and

wool.

Offices

maintained in Clovis, rear of
First National Bank Bldg.
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Baker Bros. Agency
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of Clovis
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Farm Loans, Abstracts, Real Estate and Insurance
Representing seventeen of the most reliable old line insurance
companies. We write. automobile and hail imurance in reliable com- panics. An institution with a record since its establishment in 1907.
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BAKER

H. E. BAKER

Clovis, New Mexico
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.Carrying in its men's department all the nationally known standard lines of clothing and furnishings
ready-to-weladies department clothing for the children
plete and
and an extensive dry goods department.
up-to-da-

t
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a com-
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The Most Popular Shopping Center of Clovis

MY G00PS

MANO ELL CLOTHING and
'
t

COMPANY
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of crops were produced. . On much of
this land was the first crop since the
land was placed under cultivation.
In fact it is possible for a farmer
breaking out tho lands of Curry
County to raise sufficient crops on
the land the first year to pay back
the initial investment and still hold
the land at a decided increase in value
as a result of the breaking out of the
land and the improvements that naturally follow cultivation of the lands.
For instance, lands that can be purchased at a reasonable
price are
broken out and farmed,
tho first
year's crop will pay all expenses and
return the initial investment and in
many instances make the land worth
double its former price.
Even tho there is only
h
of
the county's land under cultivation,
according to the figures of County
Agent Peterson, more products were
raised on that
than were
produced on the entire area of the
county aside from the cultivated
lands. He estimates the value of live
stock raised at $2,272,250, while the
agricultural crops raised will run
more than a million dollars over this
amount.
It is utterly impossible to refute
actual facts such as are shown in the

4

pcr-sui-

one-tent-

one-tent- h

the courtesy of tho Clovis Journal,
they having appeared in the excellent
Progresa cdi.ion cur contemporary
isjiictl several weeks ago.

failure, hence an absoluto failure is
seldom an occurence in this section
and never with the farmer who scientifically follows out diversified unci
scientific dry farming.

CHIROPRACTOR

$

M

Although a little loss than ten per
cnt of the acreage in Curry County
is now under cultivation according
to those who arc familiar with condi
tion! it is but a question of time un
til this section of New Mexico will be
tonsidercd one of the agricultural
sections of the southwest.
The agricultural development of
this section Is but in its infancy. For
years this was considered exclusively
stock raising section. Realizaas
tion of the fact that analysis of the
soil shows that this county is especially well adapted to agricultural
has attracted much attention
towards the development of these
resources.
To begin with more than eighty per
cent of the lands in. this county of
which there are 1,548,000 acres, is
available for cultivation. Only 130,-00- 0
acres of this land is today cultivated. On the cultivated land under
dry farming methods the crop production in many instances íb equal to
that on lands valued as high as $300
per acre in more congested Rtates.
For instance, wheat, which is the
single major crop of this section, has
this year produced as high as GO
bushels to the acre with a general
average of around 20 bushels on land

I

Dr. C. O. WARRINER

Agricultura! Development in Curry County

I

BUILDING

WARRINER
113

South Main

Phone

I

101

I

V

SELLS $34.94 CREAM IN 10 DAYS

The growing season is the attractive feature of agriculture in this
section. The summers are not too
hot because of the altitude and geographical location and the cool nights,
which arc an invariable occurance in
this section, are exceptionally conducive to successful
farming
and
growing of products.
Much interest is being manifest
in competitive growing of crops. The
boys and girls clubs, for both stock
raising and agricultural crops, have
been of much interest during the last
year. Prizes are offered every year
by Clovis business men for the blue
ribbon productions.
These prizes
cause the youngsters to strive to
which will have a future effeet
upon the development of the agricultural opportunities of this section.
This year the County Agent's work
has been supplemented by a Boys' and
Girls' Club Leader. Mrs. C. V. Steed
has filled this position most efficiently.

Curry County is a great dairy
country and wonderful possibilities
are within her reach by a diligent per-su;'
t
;
of this important industry. "We
venture the assertion that no industry of such casual importance has
meant so much to the farmers in this
section as has the cream business.
Farmers who market $75 to $100
worth of cream in Melrose every
month are numerous.
But we began this article with the
SOME SHOCKS OF REAL MONEY
intention of telling you about John
W. Young who reaped a nice little
The daylight change oleases some ahead of the sun.
sum of $54.94 on cream sales in ten
days.
The same industrious farmer and others would rather the time had News.
rimained the same as it was, as that
sold $110 worth of cream in a
y
was the time by which this commu
period. Melrose Messenger.
nity had before the Daylight law was
enacted. But since the law was en
Of 227 cities in he United States acted, we
have been given Mountain'
having estimated populations of more
time instead of Central.
Mountain,
than 80,000, more than
had t'ine for us, gives us nearer sun time
municipal markets in 1918, according than we
had before.
We are now
to a bulletin on the subject Just is- about
10 minutes behind the sun.
sued by the Census Bureau.
when before we were 44 minutes
it

l,
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Sale

Pro-Invent- ory

To Tho Public:

Commencing Nov. 8th
Our stockoimst ho reduced and
in order to greatly reduce it hefore

l

taking stock, we are making Hie

Ladies'

Furnishing

Mrs. M.

I.

lowest possihlo cash prices.
$23.00

Hats fur.

$15.00

$18.00 Hats for

R00

I Tuts

A special line of
to $2.00.

tomers.

Worth twice the money,

flreatly reduced prices on Tarns
and children's hats. Don't fail to
n

1

of

The stock will
T

invite all

my ild friends to become my

hats from $7.50

sec them hefore buying.

business

he kept up to date and

$10.00

the

Wright and will take

charge on the 18lh.

$12.50

for

linve recently purchased

cus-

propose to give the very'

best values for the money at all
times and will make some special

We have

hat for you. Come and we it.

introductory prices' on many lines.

Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne.

Mrs. S. Orissamorc.

'

Í

Fraternal Courtesy
Some of the cuta used in the
on this industrial

.CURRY
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Saticfaction

COUNTY" THIS YEAR

preceeding paragraphs, hence there
can be no denial of the fact thut.timc
YIELDS
SMALL
will make this an agricultural
sec-- i
tion. Climatic conditions and the i'ol-- l
lowing of scie::t;;c dry farming!
methods will mal;e it possible to de.
velop the lands that are just lying!
idle in Curry County awnitinc the
hand of the fu:.,icr to make them' To attempt to give a list of fine
crops that have been raised in Curry
productive.
County
this year in an article of this
More than 800,000 bushels of
There
wheat were produced In this county kind would be impossible.
alone this last year and at the osti- - have been scores and scores of inmated market value of $2.00 ner stances where the yield of wheat has
bushel will make the income alone run over thirty bushels per acre and
from this commodity in the neighbor- numbers of instances where the yield
hood of 1 H million dollars. The row has run over forty. The News pubcrops such as sorghum, kaffir. miln. lished one instance where a farmer
etc., will yield 1,800,000 bushels or in the north part of the county
will bring on the market in the neigh threshed fifty bushels to the acre.
In the Claud neighborhood one of the
borhood of two million dollars.
If i
this can be accomplished on onfy inch progressive farmers there threshed
a small portion of the lands avail-- 1 100 bushels of oats to the acre. And
awe, the reader, if he be interested these good yields of giuin are not
in agriculture, will
readily realize all reported yet. Up in the north
that there is a vest field here open part of the county one of the News'
for his efforts. This land can be se- rural correspondents said last week
cured on reasonable terms and with that six threshers were busy workbanking institutions, essential agri- ing in the samo neighborhood, and
only this week from this same locality
An
cultural institutions, willincr tn
vw
,,u
everything in their power to assist in near Cameron, we note that H. L.
oprricultural development, there is no Cauichran had threshed 72 acres of
that made 42 bushels to the
reason why any farmer who wishes to wlie
live and work while he lives, cannot acre. In other words $84 worth of
in a short space of time make himself wheat per acre. With yields like this
it is hard to estimate what the future
independent in Curry County.
The roil of Currv Countv in a w iling price of the land in eastern
sandy loam but not too sandy for New Mexico will go to. It is needless
vegetation.
All crops that will grow' to say thut it cannot remain munv
and thrive in the temperate zone will yeuis at the price that it is selling
grow and thrive in Curry County. for now. Farmers estimate now thut
Forage crops are the principle crops there will be some grain threshed in
aside from the small grain of which this county as late as Christmas. It
wheat is the major crop. Diversified is too early for the News to get many
farming is followed extensively on definite yields on the row crop for
the lands that are tilled in this coun- this has not been threshed, but there
ty. The farmers have long ago is the biggest row crop here this year
learned that to base their entire ex- that the county has ever i'scd, and
pectations on one crop is courting the old joke about the farmers having to get more land to stack their
feed on is as nearly applicable here
this year as it ever is in any section
any time. The News feels like some;
time we do not fully appreciate the
, ..
:
v
agricultural possibilities of Curry
County. This year on our land that
is priced cheap we have outstripped
the old states and the older farming
sections where land sells for ten
times what it does here. And too,
these good crops here have been
.
raised
ith possibly less work than
there, to say nothing of living in a
country blessed with the finest climate on God'ajfreen earth. Come to
Curry County.

PI

A recent clipping from
one of the farm journals of Iowa recited an instance where 28 bushels
of wheat was raised to the acre on
land that was selling for $300.

The development of the
of the land of this county to cultivation has been done during the last
few years. It was but a few years
ago that this country was given over
as a stock raising country. It was a
part of a vast field of unbroken prairie over which cattle grazed at will.
Natural demands for more farming
lánds and the natural development of
!1 undeveloped
sections of the southwest caused interest to be centered
in this section. The result has been
little short of phenominnl. The extensive prairies are slowly being
broken up into farming tracts. The
stock raising industry is increasing
instead of decreasing as one would
naturally surmise with the breaking
up of the grazing lands. However,
the putting of the grazing land under
cultivation is augmenting the stock
raising industry for the reason that
farmers in this section ,can raise extensively all the foraee crops and by
marketing them on the hoof, especially such crops hs milo, kaffir and all
thr legumes h" can get a nvjch higher
percentage of nrof it for his crops and
at the sume time it is possible to feed
out mere rattle to the aere under the
plnn of cultivation of a portion of
the lands available in this section.
The reader may get some idea of
the extensiveneas of cultivation in
this county even though only ten
acres out of every hundred are under
Cultivation, when the renort from
County Agent E. Petcrcon is made
public. Mr. Peterson has found by
summary investigation that on the
130,000 acres of land tilled this last
year that more than $3,400,000 worth

WILL BE WORKING UNTIL CHRISTMAS IN CURRY

COUNTY RAISES HOGS AND CATTLE AS WELL AS WHEAT
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Anjiiiins Wrong With Your Autcsscbih?
This garage la équipped 'to handle all classes of repair work on
any make of automobile and specializes in electrical and battery
work. Extensive line of automobile tirea and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in thia
repair department. Complete vulcanizing plant. Batteries repaired
and recharged.
Distributer for tie Willid Sttraje Battery
Pennsylvania, Radie, McGraw and State distributor (or Amazon Tire.

1

Joriiipii

E. T .

TLTV

With the approach of the holiday leason and the pros-

ii apparent everywhere the clasa of trade this
year will be such as to demand the very best of everything.
Anticipating this condition E. T. Jernigan, the popular
perity that

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
Ill SOUTH MAIN STREET

i

.jeweler of Clovis, has installed one of the most complete
lines of holiday merchandise and ia equipped to answer the

The Leading and Popular Drug Store oí Clovis

......

To begin with the merchandise

Jernigan

The Oldest Established Grocery
Carrying one of the most extensive lines of Staple and Fancy
Grocers and Meats. Our meat market in connection is in charge of
experienced meat cutters and we handle only the best.

in Clovis.

E. B. EASTHAM

in the neighborhood

GOLDEN GINGER ALE

con-

of $3,000 and anyone who knows the
To take a look at

NEW MEXICO

-

Mr. Jernigan believes

in

the future

"The House of Korrect Klothing"

44.1.44-

of

with the balance of the Clovis citizens and intends to remain

Do It Electrically The Easy Way

here the balance of his duys. Ho

isi member

ber of Commerce, an influential member of the city council

The Nunn Electric Co. of Clovis

assist in the handling of the business, Mr. S. H. Shaw and

With our three stores our buying connections makes it possible
for ut to carry an extensive line at a lower pi ice than the one store

and an active worker for civic development.
"

Our stock of Coal, Grain, Implements and Croceriee ia
merchant.
We want your
the most complete in this section of New Mexico.
patronage along with the 400 of our stockholders.

From a small institution the Jernigan store has grown

to a place where it is necessary to employ two assistants to

Miss

NEW MEXICO
'

"The Store of Quality"
Carrying in its men's department all the nationally known standA complete and up to date
of clothing and furnishings.
ladies department. Clothing for the children and an
extensive dry goods department.

ard linee
ready-to-we-

Marjdell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.
The Popular Shopping Center of Clovis
' NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS

It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Mas J

One of these assistants

Pearl Smith.

is an

F.B.PAYNE, Manager
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

expert

watch maker, thoroughly understanding his business and
capable of handling the most complex class of work. The
tock of Merchandise which is valued in the neighborhood
of $16,000, Includes Libby't cut glass, Pickard China, high
grado watches and clocks, Ivory toilet sets, Parker and
Waterman fountain pens with emblem monogram, diamonds,
rings of all kinds and a general complete line qf'jewelry ami

jSk

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time
And there is no more independent way to get it than through a
farm loan and with a company where the red tape is cut out and the
borrower gets all the money he applies for without miscellaneous de-

jewelry novelties.

ductions.

One of the attractive department! of the Jernigan
In this department
jewelry tora is the optical department.
Mr. Jernigan has put in equipment valued upwards of $1500
which Includes grinding machine for the grinding of lensei
and in this connection it might be said that Mr. Jernigan ia
equipped to grind the most complex lens prescription and
eliminating the usual long waits while a prescription is tent
way to some foreign factory to have it made. He does
examination free and makes complete tests of eyesight for
infractions which can be remedied by the use of eye lenses?
He tan duplicate any broken lens on short notice and is
equipped far better than the average optometrist in s chy

Ask mem bout it.

H. F. YOUNG
FARM LOANS
Representing tha T. B. Collins Investment Co , of Oklahoma City.
NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS

i4

f

A Uve Bank in A Live. Progressive City
An institution established In Eastern New Mexico to meet the
needs of thotejiving in this section and parts of West Texas. Essen
tially an agricultural and stockman's bank. Depository for the
United States, State of New Mexico, County of Curry and City of
Clovis.

the size of Clovis.

The First National Bank

Taken all in all this store is one of the leaders in its
line In the state and merits the extensive patronage it

Z..AA4

-

Plains Buying & Selling Assn.

of the Cham-

Our attentive tine of electrical appliances and fixtures will soon
be installed in our new location, corner of Main and Monroe.. We
will carry the most extensive line to be found in New Mexico.' Will
do contract wiring of homes and installation of electrical fixtures.
Call and visit us.

Í

SMITH & HYATT

He has purchased his home here and cast his lot

Clovis.

PTrt ÍITIYR.F"
NEW MEXICO

best the market affords

Our line of furnishings for men and young men is one of the)
most extensive in New Mexico and incorporate all the standard lines
one could desire. We do cleaning and pressing that pleases, maintaining free automobile delivery service. No matter how dainty I be
fabric we can handle it satisfactorily.

realizes that it

novelties

has certainly made progress and development.

LUIKART & CO.

Telephone 248

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better
Grade

the store today, with its metropolitan appearance, mahogany
display cases and fixtures and the extensive stock of high
tfrade merchandise, one can readily realize that this store
Personally

CLOVIS

CLOVIS

which promised for the

doesn't take much to amount to $3,000.

We

A. CAMPBELL

TTTP

The

His opening stock was valued

Value of jewelry and jewelry

Clovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works

I.

'

Wholesale and Retail

and

in 1909 and from the day of its first establishment has

Try Campbell's

W.

Proprietor.

future development of the vast field or resources which exists in this section. He established his present store here
tinued to grow and prosper.

But being well dressed has a fery material influence upon success in a business way. You will always have a personal identity if
you drees in a KIRSCHBAUM suit of clothes. Our Cents store is
on of the most complete in New Mexico.

t

CAKES, PIES, BREAD

commercial center

to any undertaking or endeavor
NEW MEXICO

E. H. HURD,

Ha has been an important factor in that

development, always giving his assistance

r. da Kin AVPKitir

Mexico

MEW MEXICO

CLOVIS BAKERY

He ha watched the city grow from the proverbial

is today.

ofNew

l

in stock one of, the most extensive lines

hy put

wide spot in the road to the

thnt it

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
have it at all times.

- The Most Complete Garage In This Section
'
CLOVIS

of merchandise ever displayed in a city the size of Clovis.
Mr. Jernigan is one of the oldest established merchants''

In Clovis

CLOVIS

DODGE AND PAICE AUTOMOBILES
Automobile supplies of all kinds, including repair work and!
electrical and ignition work. Curb service for gasoline and oils.

of the best lines of merchandise to be found on the
market anywhere. This ia one of the reasons why the patronage of this store Is so' extensive and why in order to meet
the anticipated extensive trade for the holiday season, Mr.

-

G.

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

is one

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

from the

chased at this store is well worth the money paid for it and

ii

X

purchased

Jernigan store always has an individuality about it, for the
reputation of many years standing established in Clovis by
Mr. Jernigan, assures the purchaser that everything pur-

Southwestern Drug Co.

uper

Service That Serves

question of "what shall I give?"

Carrying everything to be found in a metropolitan store, Including nationally advertised merchandise, such as Eastman Kodaks,
Victrolas, Craphonolas, Candies, Cosmetics and Toilet goods.
Our prescription department in charge of a registered pharmacist at all times.

CLOVIS

U A 1717 CTTa7l?C

Heating Stoves, Cook Stoves, Ranges, all kind, all
prices. Stoves for everybody. If you are in need of any
kind of stove call and let as show you what we have ia onr
'big stock.

8)

S

(SNVA3 H13NN3X

Co.

Deposits $706,000.00

Capital $100,000.00

Clovis, New Mexico.

4tttfMvtTt4fHTVtvTTtvt4mttmTtvtttmtfMH-
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Watch Repairing

Alift;

Remember we are exceptionally well fitted up to look
after your watch and jewelry repairing. When you bring your
watch here yoa can rest assureI that no one but an expert
will work on it and all repairs must be absolutely satisfactory
and properly made before we allow tkem to go out of the
house.

-

ispéala far

nra
X
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"Make This a Jewelry Christmas." This is a fine slogan.
also
A gift should not only express a sentiment but should
retained
be
can
present
that
Ihe
nature
lasting
be of such a
for years yes a lifetime as a remembrance from the donor.
We have been selling jewelry la Clovis for so many years
and
that you know the quality of the goods that we handle
with
carries
know also that when you buy gift here that it
a orestice that Is truly appreciated.

'1-

-;

Had you realised that it is just a few weeks now until
Christmas. Wo have a beautiful array of holiday gifts that
will make handsome

gifts. We are not only pleased to show

them but are pleased to have you make
m.

i1

i-sT

h.

T

i
m

i

M

II
lm

rJv

will

112 N.MAIN

selection and we

time. Come ia
take care of it for you until
now and avoid the rush of a few weeks before the holiday
and also have the pick of a full stock.

ST.

gift-givin-

g

CLOVIS. N.M EX,

h

i

'

'

lor's Tire and Battery atation.

it

It I real

wheat farm.

imán

and

live a

It
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PR IL.il
Autumn Frocks
for Women of
Particular Tastes

Blankets and
Comforts

Winter Underr
wear

Jack Frost tells us that it is time-tlay in a supply of warm blankets.

Not only arc those frocks modish
but they are "correct," for the
wearer and for th occasion. Such
claim is made fórthis notable assemblage of garments of satin,
Paulette, Georgette, Poiret
twill, Jersey or ' serge.
Long,
"slithery" linos predominate.
Braiding and embiiidery may be
said to take "first place" among
the trimmings.

,

We have a big stock of double cotton blankets, heavy quality, size
72x80. When you turn over you
do not get a chill, for these large
size blankets keep you covered.
Good looking bunch of pretty plaid
wool nap blankets, extra heavy,
full size. Fluffy warm white blankets for baby's bed.
.

tric-otin- e,

warm wool blankets in
solid tan, grey, white, and pretty
plaids, half wool and all wool
grades. Yoii will have to see these
blankets to appreciate the good
quality. Let us show you the splendid value we have in a down com-

Tu a good

heavy quality that does
not fade, wears like iron. Solid
colors, neat checks, stripes Pat-

Prepare for the cold days that
are coming. We have a good stock
of Ladies' union suits in cotton
with long sleeve, ,high neck, elbow
sleeve, dutch neck and low neck
sleeveless. We have the vests and
pants in medium. and heavy weight.
We have three weights in cotton union suits for girls. One
Style has the-taand buttons.
We have a good assortment of medium and light weight wool union
suits for ladies. Knit wool petticoats. Knit cotton. petticoats in
dark and light colors.

terns that are pretty for boys'
waists and suits. Splendid value

Beautiful silknline comfort $7.50.
Good assortment of cotton
comforts at $4.50 and $4.85.

The scores of patterns we are exhibiting offer you th biggest and
most interesting

ing from. Our stocks are carefully
selected from the lines of the coun-

try's most famous manufacturers;
thus we show only the best patterns and most excellent qualities.
There is hardly a desire for draperies you could express that we
couldn't gratify from our stocks.
Every quality, no matter what its

canton

0-

price, is a thoroughly good one that
will render excellent service and
satisfaction.

Pretty light striped madras for

quality unbleached

boys,

-.

and men's dress shirts at

per yard

assortment you

have probably ever enjoyed choos-

Cotton Flannel
Good heavy

40c

An Interesting Display
of Lustrious Draperies

We have just received a lot of
dimity spreads for single and three
quarter beds. Those light weight
spreads are much easier washed
than the heavier honey comb
spreads. We have a fine assortment of satin and Marseilles
spreads in colors and white.

fort at $15.00.

.1

at - -

Bed Spreads

--

.

Romper Cloth

pe

Good

Wide pockets on some extend the
skirt at the hips, their angles suggesting that their sole. reason fory
existence is to adorn. Narrow
belts have a fondness for tassel
ends; some models exhibit what
can be done in coat effects, with
vestees. There's practically no
limit to the shadings from which
one may choose, such as taupe,
plum, navy and Copenhagen blue,
light and African brown, etc., also
black.
.c .

WIN!

50c

Keodall Dry .Goods Gompaey
""IT""-i

CLASSIFIED

""

..

.
..
nuve
wis 4, u, and (5, block 2,
western Lawn Addition.
Vi.ltrndc
for Texico property. Whm have you?

Jame,

""""
PRESBYTERIAN

Church News

CHURCH

:

ADS

Texico, N. M.

Six-roo-

'Mrs.-Alber-

nut-brea-

,..

---

.
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CETS OZARK TRAILS

offer them the best sixty miles of
already constructed, twelve months
'
A. D. Rilible, secretary of the com- in the year, best road in the state of
mercial club has received official no New Mexico.
It would be a fitting
tification that the Ozark Trails route compliment to the man who built this
hus been foully 'decided upon, and road to officially name it the
a further notification that the pres- branch of the Ozark Trails.
Portales
ent Portales-Clovi- s
road is the offi- Journal.
cially designated route. There are,
however, certain business details to
TO HELP THE NEEDY
be settled before the marking of the
road. . The sixty miles of road conThe Clovis Christian Relief Soelvlv
structed by our D. W. Jones held an which has for its purpose-thlooking
appeal for the officers of the Ozark after the needy folks in Clovis was
Trails that proved irrcsistablc, so it formally organized this week
with,;
may be truthfully said that District R. M. Hal as president and Bert Cur- Engineer Janes put Portales on the less ás
Mrs. A. J.;
Oaark Trails. It is true that much Rodes is secretary
and will hav
effective work was done by the Por- charge of all garments donated and
tales delegation that went to RoswellJ stteMlat they are placed where need-ebut even their efforts would have
Anyone having garments It dobeen unavailing had it not been for nate are requested to phone 173 and
the fact that we were prepand to , they will be called for.

Amasing Crac I
Will be the sermon subject for
For Sale
modern house,
Item of Intrest in Clovis Church
next Sunday morning. It is an age-ol- d
406 North Mitchell. Also fine piano
theme and will be dealt with in an
Circles
with player attachment and 75 rolls,
age-ol- d
way. At the close of the
RATE
also some furniture for sale. O. E.
sermon the Sacrament of the Lord's
le Per Word Per Iibim
K'ic"- Supper will be celebrated.
Up
It is
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
hoped that no member of this church
For Sale A bargain in real nice
will be absent at this service.
For Bent Front bedroom. Si 6 piano in first class condition, I have
The 3ible School, meeting at 9:45
Count Yorfr Blessings,
here in Clovis.
Please drop me a each Sunday morning, confirm... t
North Wallace.
Will
be the subject for the niirht
li
eare Antlers Hotel and I will grow, both in numbers
and interest service at 7:15. You have no doubt
Wanted Housework by the hour. call and tell you all about it. A.E. Supt. Harrison
announced that effl- - sat and tried to count your blessings
Mrs. Bruce, phone 157.
Dormán.
jtp ciency- rather than fllimkaM tmI At..
MIC that you have received for the bountiSchool's aim. Will you be there next
will take orders for home-mad- e
ful hand of your Heavenly Fathpr.
Wanted Practical nursing.
Sunday?
But come to the Presbyterian Church
Tucker, Clovis, New Mexico. bread, Jakes, doughnuts, cookies,
At a meeting of the
parker house and einnaman
Sunday night and see if you have
Star Route.
ers and Deacons last Sunday after-- 1
rolls., Phone 164. Emma L. Reed.
been counting the ones the preacher
I
noon Ihant
.
imnnrlint
v.ifc niaviiTii were will tell you about.
for Sale Latest model Buick" four
discussed. A movement for the crec-tearing car in excellent condition
The exceptional singing of the
l
.
.
inn
n
t
rtf
For Sale 640 acres fine nUini
jntmuiittKe was launched, rrosbytenan choir last Sunday
rhpne 261.
I
brot
r
.
i
mnu, une mué or mona, Texas. and a meeting of the Board will be forth many
words of commendation
held
Price
per
next
$25
acre.
Sunday at 4:00 p. m., fur- -' from
$4,00 cash, balFor Sale One French Burr Mill,
all those who were present at
fcee or write W. C. Fallwell, Here- ance good terms.
m., J
See us for cheae. ther to consider this aiiestinn
the services. It will be still better
bers
farm
of
the
ranch
and
M.
lands.
A.
church,
or
Crum,
ford, Texas.
any friends of next Sunday.
the congregation interested arc inFriona, Texas.
'
Sunday' School
vited to attend this
For Sale Rhode Island Red
The interest is hiirh in the 'Presby
Wanted
Partner with Í4ññ nn tn -- Miss Gail Li.idleymeeting.
$1.25 and $1.50. Mrs. A. J.
will render a terian Sunday
tnk'e State Agency for necessity in
School. You 'arc not
vocal solo next Sunday.
Jioiles, phone 10.".
Professor pulling with your church if you are
Automobile Tire Trade. Might locate Pries will
favor us with a violin solo. not yet
interested in the growth of
Would consider Be there.
Wanted to buy or trade for a here in .Clovis.
our
Sunday
School. Get in the harwoman
for
office
work.
Address,
pood
and wrpon immediately.
Communion and morning sermon
ness, it fits and feels fine.
at 11:00, following Bible School
J. H. Kays, Texico, Ktc. A.
Up Vulcanizing, care News.
at
The Presbyterian Church is at the
Wanted
Cotton pickers at Lesley, 9:45; Junior C. E. at 3:00 p. m ; In- service of this town in whatever caFor Sale Two reg'slcvcd Jersey
Hall County, Texas. Pay $2.20 and termediate C. E. at 6:30 and even- pacity it can serve it to
the Glory of
bulh.one four years old and one six living
quarters or $2.00 and board. ing worship and preaching at 7:30.
God., Strangers and visitors in the
months old.
J. A. Collins, Route
"I. N. JETT, Minister.
Big boll will make from Vj to
City are always welcome in our midst.
A.
bale. Write or phone J. M. Freel,
0 TED P. HOLIFIELD, Pftstor
BAPTIST
CHURCH SUNDAY
For Sule
house on South Lákewood, Texas, or M. E. Hawkins,
1
Thornton. Reasonable payment driwn Wellington, Texas
Last Sunday was a great day with AT THE METHODIST
good terms on balance. 617 West
CHURCH, SUNDAY, NOV 9th.
For Rent or Lease Quarter sec- us at the Baptist Church. W. y,.j
Grand.
tion of land one (1) mile fim Hav- three hundred and fortv-flv- e
in s,.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m. Classes
Lost An Eastman kodak at th ener, N. M., (known as the Bailey J. aay school. The house was crowded
for
all ages. Come and bring the
quarter
House
section,) 60 acres in ai,DOtn services Sunday. We
Elkt Auditorium last Sunday afterhad children.
New additions are being
cultivation,
with
privilege
breakof
great
to
noon.
crowds
unite with our church
Finder please leave at the
to
added
the
church to take care of
ing
more
out
sod.
Money
prerent
morning and night If you were not
News office.
'itji
the crowds until we can get our new
ferred. Address Mrs. Kate House, ...... v jvu Miimcu
ireai and we church built, whicli we will begin
For Sale Van Brunt grain drlff; 2126 Hearst Avenue, Berkley, Cal- especially want you to
come next
after Christmas.
also toungless disc harrow. Both in ifornia.
Sunday.
Come for Sunday School.
Preaching by the pastor, Rev. R.
perfect condition. H. J. Sthal, Claud,
All the services for next Sumlnu u,;n
B. Freeman, morning and evening.
New Mexico.
CLOVIS WON FOOTBALL
be exclusively full of interest.
11 a. m.
Subject: "The Call of the
CAME FROM PORTALES
Sunday School at 9:45 sham. n.
Wanted A man for farm work.
Wild, versus the Call of Eternity."
sure
to
be
on time, with attendance
Man with ft.mily or single. J. 'Á
7 p. m.
Subject: ''What is your
CloviVwon from Portales in a foot at high water mark.
Mathews, 8 r.iileo west and 6 milis
Faith?"
ball game played at that place last
Preaching
at
11:00
a.
m.
The Big
north of Clevis.
ltp Friday afternoon, the score being Baptist 75 Million
Prayer meeting Wednesday even-in- g
drive will be under
at 7 o'clock. Will you be one of
33
to
0.
The Clovis boys made five' consideration.
For Sale 4 rabbits. 3 bred AnEverybody needs to
the 100 next Wednesday?
gora does, one Belgian hare buck. touchdowns and this is the second be there.
Come, let us worship together.
B. V. P. U. Meets at 6 p. m. A
Dee f 1.50 each, buck $1.25. Apply game they have won from our neigh
boring town on the south this year, fine program has been planned.
El 2 North Connelly.
One nice thing about a wife Is that
the score in the other game having
Preaching at 7 p. m A full house
you can get her to believe anything
To Trade Half section of good been 16 to 0. On Friday of this week is desired and requested.
Come
next that she wants to believe.
land southwest of Grady, 40 acres the local team will go to Hereford Sunday to
the "Welcomest spot in
brokr. To trade for Clovis property. and at this time the last game of the Clovis."
If Its news The News wants it
). E. Adams, Clovis, N. M.
season will be played.
S. B. CULPEPPER, Pastor.
rnona us. no. 97.
L
R. O.
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Mr. .Farmer!

t'.-i-

We buy your produce at the highest market price
and will absolutely tell you your groceries at a figure

that will save you money. This is not idle talk we
can do it, simply because we sell for cash.. When
you come to town with a load of wheat, let us load
you out with a fall bill of groceries.
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McFARLIN OLD STAND

Phone 43
M. L.

(Luther) JLynn

Mrs. J. A. McFarlin
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